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Abstract

To be more competitive in the market, many companies are trying to speed up the 

quotation process and quote more attractive prices. Therefore, they have identified a 

need for support in the quotation process in order to reduce the quotation lead-time 

and ensure a higher level of accuracy in the cost estimations. The Quotation 

Calculator, an application program, has been developed as part of the degree thesis 

which was carried out at AB Norrahammars Mekaniska Verkstad, NMW 2006/07. 

This Quotation Calculator can be operated to calculate the material and manufacturing 

costs of a new product. 

 

NMW has recently acquired licenses for CATIA V5, Dassault Systems, for the 

purpose of making process planning and NC-programming more efficient. NMW 

wants to generate the data needed from the machining module for the cost 

calculations. Hence this project was initiated in order to extract data from CATIA V5 

for further use in Quotation Calculator or other computer system in NMW. 

 

This work has resulted in a system developed with a common hosted programming 

language to extract and transfer information. The system retrieves model geometry 

from CAD and information on process planning from CAM, then matches the 

information in the application for the purpose of cost estimation. The system once 

developed, is supposed to be used for every new product. For this approach, the 

relationship of the data from CATIA V5 and the Quotation Calculator has been 

analyzed. 

 

Within this thesis, the focus is on production cost estimation. The method used here is 

programming in Visual Basic Editor to extract information from the machining 

module in CATIA V5 and then import them to Microsoft Excel. With standard 

operations, tables of data and several inputs, the cost calculation and hence the 

quotation process can be automatically implemented. This work has been generated 

with the Quotation Calculator. With the correct input data to process planning and this 

new quotation system, the machining time and the costs can be estimated more 

accurately and easier. The time and cost information is made available for decision 

making. As a result, the lead time for the quotation process will be shortened and a 

relatively more attractive price can be quoted to the customers. 

 

Keywords: Cost Estimation, Process planning, Design Automation, CAD/CAM, 

Visual Basic Programming, System Development
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1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the background, purpose and the scope of the thesis. It also 

states the main tasks and the delimitations of this work. 

1.1 Background 

In an environment of increasing globalization, companies are facing greater 

competition. This pushes them to constantly improve their competitiveness in order to 

maintain their market position. Aside from product quality, price and lead-time are 

key factors impacting companies’ ability to close a deal. 

 

Price must be set at a level which can satisfy customers while guaranteeing profits. 

Companies have been putting greater emphasis on cost reduction in product 

development. As markets become more competitive, in order to be able to offer the 

client a continuously competitive quotation, there is a need for a greater emphasis on 

reliability and accuracy of the cost estimations in the quotation process. On the other 

hand, decreasing lead-time is also a main focus of the companies in a competitive 

market. It has become clear that, in particular from a subcontractor perspective there 

is an emerging need for support in the quotation process. 

 

To work towards a solution of enhanced efficiency and accuracy of cost estimations, 

automated cost estimation systems are being introduced. In the past, it was difficult to 

calculate the cost due to a shortfall of computer tools and knowledge about 

manufacture and cost. As the use of solid modeling and computer programming in 

industry has spread, automating manufacturing process and hence cost estimation has 

become possible. These systems allow computer-aided process planning and perform 

quick and high precision cost calculation. 

 

Currently, there are some commercial automated cost estimation systems on the 

market. However, sometimes they are not suitable to the existing products in the 

company or the company may prefer to apply systems using existing databases and 

computer tools. Development of in-house cost estimation systems can be a solution to 

these problems. The company might need to invest in human resources and 

application software in order to develop the systems. A positive return on investment 

in the short term may be difficult to realize. However, in the longer term, such 

systems become a company asset and they enhance the company’s competitiveness. 

 

This project has been carried out at the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the 

School of Engineering, Jönköping University in the collaboration with AB 

Norrahammars Mekaniska Verkstad, NMW. NMW is a Swedish company, located in 

Hovslätt, the south part of Jönköping. NMW is a supplier of machined metal works. 

Their customers are mainly in four business areas: Forklifts, Hydraulics, Shop Fittings 

and Other Industries. They are mainly in Sweden, but also in Germany, France, 

Finland and Norway. 

 

In order to be more competitive in the market, NMW has the intention to speed up the 

quotation process and quote more attractive prices. NMW has therefore identified a 

need for support in the quotation process in order to reduce the quotation lead-time 

and ensure a higher level of accuracy in the cost estimations. The Quotation 
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Calculator, an application program, has been developed as part of the degree thesis 

which was carried out at NMW 2006/07 (Fredriksson and Ekström, 2007). This 

Quotation Calculator can be operated to calculate the material and manufacturing 

costs of a new product. The program is developed in Microsoft Excel based on a 

number of standard operations and tables for machine data and material costs, also 

with partial programming in Visual Basic editor. The operation planning and process 

planning of a new product are done manually in the program by selecting suitable 

predefined operations and the cost is then automatically calculated. 

 

The rationale behind starting this thesis work is support of automated cost estimation 

based on operation planning in CAM software within the small-medium sized 

enterprise (SME). 

 

1.2 Purpose and aims 

The quotation process involves the calculation of the cost, overhead and profit. Cost 

itself is mainly composed of material cost and production cost. In most industrial 

products, the cost of material contributes the large part of the total cost and it is very 

easy to estimate. However, production costs which are usually based on process 

planning, are more difficult to estimate. With the use of CAM, the manufacturing 

process can be simulated. Cost estimation with higher accuracy can be obtained by 

using more detailed production information. 

 

NMW has recently acquired licenses for CATIA V5, Dassault Systems, for the 

purpose of making process planning and NC-programming more efficient. NMW 

wants to generate the data needed from the machining module for the cost 

calculations. 

 

Hence this project was initiated in order to extract data from CATIA V5 for further 

use in the Quotation Calculator or other computer system in NMW. Initially, milling 

operations are not included in the process planning in the Quotation Calculator. In 

CATIA V5, milling operations can be assigned to the process planning, so the 

relevant data can be retrieved and imported to the Quotation Calculator. 

 

This thesis work mainly involves information processing and decision-making. The 

purpose of this work is to demonstrate a methodology for information generation. The 

objectives are: 

� To investigate and explore information exchange between the Quotation 

Calculator and CATIA V5 machining. 

� To identify the crucial functions for information generation and exchange. 

� To develop solutions realized as computer programs 

 

1.3 Delimitations 

The scope of this thesis is quotation process within a manufacturing company, with 

the focus on process planning and cost estimation. The information generation 

between CAD/CAM system and the application program is the main focus of the body 

of work. 
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This work is part of the overall automated quotation process, which is composed of 

(1) the CAD modeling (2) Process planning (3) Information generation and (4) the 

Quotation Calculator. The CAD model is varied according to different products and 

different solid modeling software. CATIA V5 has been used for CAD and CAM 

depending on the company’s prevailing situation. However, the details in CAD model 

development are not addressed in this thesis work. The Quotation Calculator has been 

developed as part of another thesis. It involves the formulas for cost estimation and 

operation programs. Reference to this thesis work is quoted instead of in-depth 

description within the current work. Due to the character of the current project, the 

scope of current work is limited to (3) Information generation. 

 

In order to make the current thesis work more understandable, there are sections to 

briefly describe CAD/CAM and the working principles of the Quotation Calculator. 

 

1.4 Description of the thesis 

To carry out this project, some preparation work, especially the learning and practice 

of computer skills, was done. Besides, there is some study in the related areas to help 

better understanding cost estimation in engineering design. This thesis work includes 

knowledge in the following fields: 

� Solid modeling (CATIA V5) 

� Computer programming (Visual Basic) 

� Process planning and operation planning 

� Cost estimation 

� Design automation 

 

The thesis work is composed of four main tasks: Literature review, Analysis of the 

Quotation Calculator and CATIA V5 machining module, analysis result and proposed 

solutions, and demonstration. (Work Breakdown Structure is given in appendix A.) 

 

Task Ι: Literature review 

The knowledge involved in this thesis is reviewed, this includes the fields of cost 

estimation, process planning, CAD/CAM system and Visual Basic programming. 

 

Task ΙΙ: Analysis of the Quotation Calculator and CATIA V5 machining module 

This part gives the introduction to the structure and functions of the Quotation 

Calculator and CATIA V5 machining. The main task in this part is the data analysis 

of these two systems: 

� Data analysis of CATIA V5 

Identify the data which can be generated by the machining module in CATIA 

V5, e.g. the operation’s properties. 

� Data analysis of the Quotation Calculator 

Three kinds of data in the Quotation Calculator have to be identified. They are 

(1) data already existing, e.g. the materials dimension (2) data which can be 

computed by it, e.g. unused materials (3) data needed to input for calculation, 

e.g. operations orders. The data is input manually into the Quotation Calculator 

in the present status. 
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Furthermore, the formulae which the Quotation Calculator used to calculate the 

material cost and machining cost are listed in this part. 

 

Task ΙΙΙ: Analysis result and proposed solutions 

The analysis of the two systems ends up with the comparison result and the proposed 

solution of the data implementation in the new system. 

� Data comparison 

Match the data between those from CATIA V5 and Quotation. This shows that 

there are some data which can be generated by both systems. For example, 

CATIA V5 generates cycle time by simulation and the Quotation Calculator 

generates estimated time by computing the parameters. After comparing those 

overlapping data, the more accurate data points are chosen for further 

implementation. There are usually two kinds of data: dynamic data such as 

process time, and static data such as machine information. The static data 

generated should in principle be the same for both applications. However, the 

data from CATIA V5 are always preferred. There are some data which cannot be 

generated by CATIA V5. These can be fixed by using the present setting in the 

Quotation Calculator, rewriting the program in Visual Basic or by other methods. 

� Data implementation 

After matching the data of the two systems, relevant data is extracted from 

CATIA V5 and transferred to the Quotation Calculator. This process involves 

Visual Basic programming which is the hosted language in both CATIA V5 and 

Microsoft Excel. At this stage, the decision of where to execute the program is 

taken. Either in CATIA V5 or in Microsoft Excel or indeed neither is used. This 

determines the dependency between the applications and hence affects the 

modification in future usage. The proposed solutions are concluded. 

 

Task ΙV: Demonstration 

Examples of data importation to CATIA V5, data extraction from CATIA V5 and 

data implementation in the Quotation Calculator are explained and demonstrated. 

 

The thesis is concluded with final conclusions and recommendations. 
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2 Literature review 

This chapter provides a literature overview on Cost estimation, Process planning, 

Design automation and Visual Basic programming. 

2.1 Cost estimation 

Why cost estimation?  

Because the costs are not known in advance, a cost estimation system is required to 

generate the required cost information (ten Brinke, 2002). 

 

Cost estimation is not the same as cost accounting. They respectively refer to different 

stages of cost calculation. Cost estimation is pre-calculation, which involves the 

prediction of costs before actual production. Cost accounting is post-calculation, 

which determines the actual costs of existing products and the cost data will be 

utilized for future pre-calculations. The methods for pre-calculation are mainly 

initiated from the field of engineering science, while the post-calculation methods 

have arisen from business administration concerns (Layer et al, 2002). Within 

manufacturing, cost estimation is the procedure of approximating the cost of 

manufacturing a product before all stages of the product development cycle have been 

executed, based on the information available or that can be collected at the stage of 

the product development cycle (ten Brinke, 2002). 

 

One of the main objectives of cost estimation is to indicate to the company whether 

the development and production are economical (Ben-Arieh and Lavelle, 1999). By 

understanding the cost, the company is allowed to oversee barriers and opportunities it 

faces, and therefore make a strategic plan and develop actions. The use of the cost 

estimation is essential for company to make a variety of decisions. For example, 

choosing the most suitable production method among alternatives, settling final 

design decisions, pricing product decisions and evaluation of action choices. Besides 

decision-making, cost estimation can also be used to control costs. 

 

Cost estimation has to provide a high degree of accuracy due to the small margins 

between cost and selling price in a competitive market. The cost estimates have also 

to be generated as quickly as possible because quotations have to be offered to 

potential customers in a short time period. The methods of cost estimation should also 

be applicable when the product and production are complex (Layer et al, 2002). 

Besides, generation of detailed cost information is required to reduce the cost 

uncertainties and enhance controllability.  

Concurrent engineering involves engineering tasks in the product development cycle. 

In order to provide cost information to the engineering tasks, integration of cost 

estimation in the product development cycle is necessary. Thus, the model for cost 

estimation has to be continuously applicable for design concurrence (ten Brinke, 

2002, Layer et al, 2002). 

 

Ben-Arieh and Lavelle (1999) have distinguished five methods for estimating 

manufacturing cost (see Figure 2.1): 
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Time and motion-based cost model 

This is the most detailed model which is based on the complete decomposition of the 

production processes. It largely depends on the manufacturing activity information. 

The overall task time is calculated by the summation of all motion elements. 

 

Process cost model 

This approach uses process parameters and design information to estimate the cost. 

The main process is broken down into detailed steps and then each such step is then 

analyzed for its parameter. Process parameters, for examples, are speed, feed and 

depth of cut, while design parameters describe the dimensions of the cut. 

 

The parametric model 

This model needs only design input and estimate the cost roughly. Coefficients 

(weights) are used to supplement the design parameters. The coefficients closely track 

the cost but not the process. Two methods are using parametric model, for example, 

the material cost method and the cost-size relationship method. 

 

Analogy based cost model 

This model derives the cost of the new product based on the actual costs of similar 

products manufactured before. The similarity criteria (functional or geometrical) have 

to be set on cost driving product characteristics. The model is useful for estimation of 

incremental or marginal cost. 

  

Expert Opinion 

This approach is important when details about the part’s dimensions and 

manufacturing process are insufficient or not yet available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.1 - Cost Estimation Methods (Ben-Arieh and Lavelle, 1999) 

 

2.2 Process planning 

Process planning is usually a task carried out by a production engineer to determine 

the most appropriate resources, manufacturing operations and the sequence in 

production, which results in a document known as a rout sheet or process plan. The 

process starts with a part or a family of parts for a completed product arriving in 

planning along with the detailed product documentation. On each part a make or buy 

decision is made by production engineering (Rehg, 1994). If the part is to be made in 
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house, a task involves the selection and definition of the processes that will be 

implemented in order to transform the work piece into a finished part of given shape 

and surface. Decisions on processes to be used are largely based on the starting 

material for the part. When the material is specified, the range of possible processing 

operations is reduced considerably. A typical set of operations and machines for the 

machining of surfaces is illustrated in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 – Manufacturing processes (DeGarmo, Black and Kohser, 1988) 

Operation Most commonly used machines 

Shaping Horizontal Shaper 

Planning Planer 

Milling Milling machine 

Facing Lathe 

Turning Lathe 

Grinding Cylindrical grinder 

Sawing Contour saw 

Drilling Drill press 

Boring Lathe/Boring mill/Horizontal boring machine  

Reaming Lathe/Drill press/Boring mill/Horizontal boring machine 

Grinding Cylindrical grinder 

Sawing Contour saw 

Broaching Broaching machine 

ECM ECM machine 

Laser CO2 laser/YAG laser 

 

The use of a process plan aims to provide specific and clear sequential direction on 

the way the work piece is routed through fabrication in the manufacturing facility. 

Thus, it influences the design of the manufacturing facility and the preparation of the 

production process. Process planning optimizes by simplifying manufacturing 

activities. In addition, it indicates the most economical production methods by 

optimal selection and arrangement of processes, machines and tools. 

 

A typical process plan / rout sheet for part manufacturing includes information on 

(Elgh, 2006): 

� operations and their sequence 

� operation description 

� the work centre on which the work is to be done 

� additional manufacturing equipment 

� raw material and additional material 

� setup times and cycle time 

 

Process planning is heavily reliant on a precise product model and the expertise of the 

process planner. Process planning activities basically include (Ahmad, Haque and 

Hasin, 2001): 

� interpretation of the product design data 

� selection of machining processes 

� selection of cutting tools 

� selection of machine tools 

� determination of setup requirements 
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� sequencing of operations 

� determination of production tolerances 

� determination of cutting conditions 

� design of jigs and fixtures 

� calculation of process times 

� planning of tool path  

� generation of NC programs 

� generation of process route sheets 

 

A CAPP system (Computer-Aided process Planning) with a database of generic 

standard process plans for a group of parts or assemblies, uses almost the same steps 

taken as manual process planning. By comparison, CAPP offers a number of potential 

advantages such as use of fewer skilled planners, shorter process planning times and 

higher level of consistency. For this reason the system has drawn more attention. 

 

2.3 Design Automation: CAD, CAM, CAD/CAM 

Computer-aided design (CAD) is the application of computers and graphic software 

to aid or enhance the product design from conceptualization to documentation (Rehg, 

1994)  

 

This is the most frequently adopted technology in the product design area. CAD 

supports all stages in the design process including creation, modification, analysis, 

evaluation and documentation, while CAD is highest demanded in the design 

documentation area. 

 

CAD is most commonly associated with the use of an interactive computer graphics 

system, referred to as a CAD system (Groover, 2001). The basic CAD system consists 

of a computer with a host of peripheral devices and a CAD software program. The 

development of a drawing using a CAD system is almost the same as the manual 

process. The primary difference is the productivity gains provided by specific draw 

commands, such as Box, which completely draws rectangles of any sizes, and editing 

commands such as Trim, which creates perfect intersections of lines with just the click 

of the mouse or puck (Rehg, 1994). This leads to a reduction of time required by the 

designer. CAD provides techniques both for automating designs and for modeling 

designs in new ways. The use of these techniques allows the following functions 

which result in several advantages. 

� Implementation of more complete engineering analysis and supplying larger 

variety of design alternatives enhance the quality of the design. 

� Creation of more precise and standardized engineering drawings improves design 

documentation.  

� Sharing of product details contained in the CAD drawings creates a common 

data base to support manufacturing system.  

� Providing the CAD geometric model for prototyping processes or constructing a 

digital mock up of the product instead of building the physical prototype, 

minimizes the lead time of prototyping. 

 

Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) is the effective use of computer technology to 

support manufacturing engineering activities. 
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This is one of the computer-aided engineering (CAE) technologies usually used in the 

production area. CAM supports planning, management and control of production for 

the company with the automation technology. 

 

The application of CAM falls into two categories – manufacturing planning and 

manufacturing control (Groover, 2001). 

� With the use of CAM in manufacturing planning, there is no direct connection 

between the computer and process. The computer is used to support the 

production function by providing information for planning and management of 

the manufacturing activities. Computer-aided process planning (CAPP), 

computer-assisted NC part programming and cost estimating are some of the 

important applications in this category. 

� The manufacturing control function can be implemented by the computer 

systems developed with CAM technology. Manufacturing control is considered 

with managing and controlling the physical operations in the factory. The 

management and control areas include process monitoring and control, quality 

control, shop floor control, inventory control and just-in-time production system.  

 

One of the important outputs generated by CAM is simulation, which is a computer-

generated model to study new production system ideas. Computer simulation is the 

development of a theoretical or graphical model of a process or production system to 

evaluate the behavior under varied conditions and in changing environment (Rehg, 

1994). 

 

CAD/CAM, the combination of CAD and CAM, denotes an integration of the design 

and manufacturing functions of a company into a continuum of activities rather than 

to treat them as two separate and disparate activities. 

 

Design and manufacturing cannot be separated in the production system. They are 

bound together functionally, technologically and economically (Groover, 2001). 

Using CAD/CAM technologies, it is possible to establish a direct link between 

product design and manufacturing engineering by the means of computer systems. 

The method of manufacturing a product is a direct function of its design.  

 

CAD/CAM is one of the major CAD and CAM applications in the discrete-part 

manufacturing industry. Within the application, finished parts are produced with 

information extracted directly from design drawing data. This process involves three 

main procedures: 

� The drawing of a machined part is created using conventional CAD software and 

drawing techniques.  

� With the part geometry captured from the CAD drawing file, the geometry 

information is transferred to the CAM workstation.  

� CAM software creates machine code to machine the part on CNC machine. 

 

A true CAD/CAM, like CATIA, is the integration of CAD and CAM in the same 

software system, the CAD file in its original format can be transferred to CAM 

without format translation. 
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CAD/CAM can be further explored not only to automate certain phases of design and 

certain phases of manufacturing, but also to automate the transition from design to 

manufacturing. The CAD/CAM systems is being developed to take the design 

specification of the product as it exists in the CAD database and convert it into a 

process plan for making the product, this conversation being done automatically by 

the CAD/CAM system (Groover, 2001). 

 

2.4 Visual Basic Programming 

Visual Basic for Application (VBA) is a programming language used in Visual Basic 

(VB), while VB is a development environment. When hosted in VB, VBA provides 

language support and an interface for forms, controls, objects, modules, and data –

access technologies (Lomax, 1998). VB is a complete rapid application development 

(RAD), it can create standalone applications. 

 

Without VB, VBA is a hosted language used to program in many applications, such as 

Microsoft Office applications (except Outlook) and CATIA. VBA has its own 

integrated development environment (IDE), including an integrated debugging 

window, a Properties window, and many of the standard features that were originally 

found in the VB IDE (Lomax, 1998). When hosted in the applications, VBA provides 

means of interacting with and accessing the host application’s object model, as well as 

the object models of other applications and components. With this technology, VBA 

can be used to create applications that act as intermediaries between the user and the 

host application typically provides some essential service or adds some enhancement 

to its host application. 

 

VBA replaced many different macro languages which are used to simply automate 

repetitive tasks in an application. In comparison to macro language, VBA creates 

application in shorter time and relatively easier. VBA is the means by which 

application can become extensible. By accessing and changing the properties of the 

object model which describes the application and the features, tasks can be automated 

and applications can be customized. Another main objective of using VBA is to create 

mission-critical applications in cooperation with the VBA-enabled application. 

 

Here are some examples of tasks which can be performed by VBA (Lomax, 1998): 

� Creation of custom dialog boxes and forms 

� Incorporation with ActiveX controls into the application interface 

� Creation of interoperability between VBA-enabled applications 

� Generation of data between VBA-enabled applications 

� Driving a second VBA-enabled application from within a first VBA-enabled 

application 

� Control of all operations within Office applications 

� Automation of anything that can be done from keyboard, mouse, or menus 

 

VBA is the same language whenever it is used in Visual Basic or host applications. 

Apart from the code referencing, while the objects are varied with respect to the 

environment, the core language is basically the same. Since VBA is a large and 

detailed language which is composed of hundreds of different functions, statements 

and language elements, there are a number of different ways to achieve most tasks. 
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Visual Basic programming is primarily event-driven. It means that the program is 

designed to run when the user generates a stimulus (Birnbaum, 2005). For example, a 

mouse click may trigger specific procedures to execute. One of the important 

characteristics of an event-driven application is that various elements of the program 

are not interdependent so that any removal or addition of a procedure does not have 

any adverse effect on the whole application. Therefore, there is a need for a clear plan 

of how the various elements of the application are going to interact before starting to 

write a VB application. Furthermore, an explicit documentation of the VB program 

improves the readability and maintainability of the VB code. Thus, further 

development of the VB application and follow-up work can be more efficiently 

implemented. 
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3 Tool for cost calculation: Quotation Calculator 

The Quotation Calculator is a tool used at NMW for cost calculation on this project. It 

calculates the material cost, machining cost, subcontracted operation cost and hence 

the recommended selling price. This chapter introduces the structure and functions of 

the Quotation Calculator; reports the data analysis and states how the material and 

machining costs are calculated. 

3.1 Introduction to the Quotation Calculator 

Fredriksson and Ekström (2007) have developed an application as part of the degree 

thesis which was carried out at NMW 2006/07. The program aims to make quotation 

and the manufacturing process more effective through shortening quotation time and 

giving more accurate valuations. The program is developed in Microsoft Excel with 

additional programming in Visual Basic editor. 

 

The Quotation Calculator is composed of three main parts: 

� Intrinsic information 

� Planning guide 

� Quotation 

 

Intrinsic information consists of the tables of data already written within the 

application. This includes the material price lists, material data, machine data and 

subcontracted operation data. Details of these data are described in the Data analysis 

section. 

 

There are three processes in the Planning guide: 

� Material planning 

� Process planning 

� Subcontracted operation planning 

 

This part allows data input and selection from predefined alternatives. In addition to 

the intrinsic information, the costs can be estimated using the predefined formulae in 

the Quotation Calculator. 

 

To generate the quotation, the material cost is firstly calculated with the use of the 

material planning guide (Figure 3.1). This process involves two groups of input data: 

customer order data such as material, part dimensions and order quantity together with 

production resources such as machine, blank type, clamped length and original bar 

length. The system calculates the material cost automatically by obtaining the data in 

the price list from the material supplier. Also, the system calculates the actual used 

bar length and unused bar length for this production. Therefore, the company is able 

to optimize the use of materials. 
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Figure 3.1 - Material planning guide 

 

The process planning guide (Figure 3.2) is used to estimate the machining time and 

hence the cost to manufacture the part. Here turning operations are selected and 

geometries of the corresponding machined part are input manually to the system. 

Then the system retrieves the cutting speeds and Feed rates regarding to the material 

and operations chosen from the material data, and the RPM from the machine data. 

Finally, the basic machining time is calculated based on theories (see appendix B) and 

the machining cost is calculated depending on the particular machine chosen. 

 

Figure 3.2 - Process planning guide 
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Some surface treatments on the part are operated outside the company. Subcontracted 

operations are selected and the setup is assigned to the machine in the subcontracted 

operation planning guide (Figure 3.3). The system then retrieves the data in the price 

list of the subcontractors and calculates the total costs of these operations. 

 
Figure 3.3 - Subcontracted operation planning guide 

 

Quotation is finally generated by adding up all the costs, the overheads and profit. 

This can be seen in Figure 3.4. The Quotation Calculator exports the data file 

containing the generated information to an ERP-system. 

 
Figure 3.4 - Summary of the cost calculation and the recommended unit selling price 
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3.2 Data analysis of the Quotation Calculator 

With reference to the data generated by the Quotation Calculator, they are divided 

into three main groups – input data, intrinsic data and computed data.  

 

Input data 

Data are input by entering values and selection in the Quotation Calculator (Table 

3.1). 

Table 3.1 – Input data in the Quotation Calculator 

Sheet Input data Method 

Choose the operations in order  Buttons Lego 

Assign Set-up time to the machine 

 

Buttons 

Enter Part information including Blueprint No., 

Name, Part length, Order quantity 

Typing 

Select Material and Diameter Drop-down list 

Select Blank type and Machine Drop-down list 

Enter Clamped length Typing 

Material Cost Calculation 

Enter Order information – Bar length 

 

Typing 

Select the operations in order Buttons Time Calculation 

Enter Length to be machined, Diameter(Start), 

Diameter(End), Quantity 

Buttons 

 

Intrinsic data 

There are some data already installed in the Quotation Calculator (Table 3.2). The 

intrinsic data are usually written in tables. 

Table 3.2 – Intrinsic data in the Quotation Calculator 

Sheet Table 

Other Operations Machine data including Production group and Unit time; 

Subcontracted operation data including Production group, Set-up 

cost and Part price; 

Small, Average and Big Set-up time 

 

Material Data Material data including Cutting speed, Feed rate, Max RPM, Cut 

depth and Cut width 

 

Lego Costs Price of subcontracted operations 

 

Machine Data Machine data including Clamped length, RPM, Production 

group, Machine cost, Lathe-diameter, Length and Set-up time 

 

Material Price List Material data including Index, Diameter, Weight and Price 

 

Sales Info Overhead rate and Profit rate 

 

Eurosteel Price List Eurosteel data including Quality, Processing, Diameter and Price 
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Material Cost Calculation. Feeding 

 

 

Computed data 

Data are computed by the generation of input data and the intrinsic data with the pre-

defined formulae in the Quotation Calculator (Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3 – Computed data in the Quotation Calculator 

Sheet Computed data 

Part length + Feeding, Total part length, Total length, Bars ordered 

Part weight, Total weight, Price, Total price, Start-up cost, Chapter 

cost, Price/part, Material cost 

Material Cost Calculation 

Number of bars, Part/bar, Reminded length to stock, available no. 

of part, True bar length, unused length 

 

Time Calculation Total time, First time period, Second time period 

 

 Average Diameter, Number of cuts, RPM, Time 

 

Material Price list Temp length, Set cost, Weight, Price, Quantity 

 

Summary Machining Time, Material cost, Subcontracted operation cost, 

Manufacturing cost, Unit cost, Recommended unit selling price 

 

 

A recommended unit selling price is eventually computed in the Quotation Calculator. 

 

3.3 Material Cost Calculation 

The Quotation Calculator calculates the material cost with the parameters on the sheet 

Material Cost Calculation, Material Price list, Sales info and Summary. The 

parameters and the formulae involved are shown in the following. Table 3.4 lists the 

parameters and their corresponding data type. 

Table 3.4 – Parameters for material cost calculation 

Parameter Unit Type 

Material Cost Calculation 
Material N/A Input  

Diameter mm Input 

Quantity pcs Input 

Feeding mm Input (and refer to fixed values) 

Clamped length mm Input 

Part Length mm Input 

Bar length mm Input 

Intention to sell parts those are put on stocks N/A Input (Yes/No) 

Part length + Feeding mm Computed 

Total part length mm Computed 

Price Sek/m Computed 

Price1 Sek/kg Refer to table on Calculation 

Weight kg/m Refer to table on Calculation 

Part weight kg/pcs Computed 
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Price/part Sek/pcs Computed 

Chapter cost Sek/pcs Computed 

Set-up cost Sek/pcs Computed 

Material cost1 Sek/pcs Computed 

Number of bars pcs Computed 

Bar quantity pcs Computed 

Part/bar pcs Computed 

Part quantity to stock mm Computed 

True bar length mm Computed 

Unused length mm Computed 

Material Price List 
Temp length mm Computed 

Set cost Sek Refer to three fixed values 

Sales Info 
Material overhead rate (%) Refer to table on Sales Info 

Summary 
Material cost Sek Computed 

 

Feeding 

Feeding = 0   if  Blank type is Not chosen 

Feeding = 5   if  Blank type is Pre-cut 

Feeding = 4   if    Blank type is Full length bar 

Feeding = 3   if  Blank type is In-house cut 

 

Part weight 

(Part length + Feeding) = Length + Feeding 

Part weight = Weight × (Part length + Feeding) 

 

Material cost 

Material cost1 = Price1× Part weight 

 

Price 

Price = Weight × Price1 

 

Chapter cost 

Chapter cost = Weight × 0.36   if   Quantity ＜ 20 
Chapter cost = Weight × 0.25   if  20 ≤  Quantity ＜ 50 

Chapter cost = Weight × 0.15   if   50 ≤  Quantity ＜ 100 

Chapter cost = Weight × 0.12   if   Quantity ＞ 100 

 

Set cost 

Set cost = 130   if   Diameter ＜ 149.9 

Set cost = 180   if  149.9 ≤  Diameter ≤  299 

Set cost = 220   if   Diameter ＞ 299 

 

Set-up cost 

Quantity

cost Set
  cost up-Set =  
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True bar length 

True bar length = Bar length – Clamped length 

 

Total part length 

Total Part length = Quantity × (Part length + Feeding)  

 

Part/bar and Unused length 

Case: Blank type is Full length bar 

)
length Feed  length Part

length bar True
( down Round  Part/bar

+

=  

Unused length = True bar length – Part/bar × (Part length + Feeding) 

 

Case: Blank type is Not chosen, In-house cut or Pre-cut 

)
length Feed  length Part

length Bar
( down Round  Part/bar

+

=  

Unused length = Bar length – Part/bar × (Part length + Feeding) 

 

Temp length, Bar quantity and Number of bars 

Case: Blank type is Full length bar 

Temp length = Total part length + Unused length × Number of bars 

length bar True

length Temp
 quantity  Bar =  

 

Case: Blank type is Not chosen, In-house cut, Pre-cut 

Temp length = Total part length 

length Bar

length Temp
 quantity  Bar =  

 

Number of bars = Round (Bar quantity) 

 

Part quantity to stock 

Case: Blank type is Full length bar 

Part quantity to stock = Part/bar × Number of bars – Quantity 

 

Price/part 

Case: Blank type is Full length bar  

If (Intention to sell parts those are put on stocks, Yes) 

 stocktoquantity  Part Quantity 

)
1000

bars of Number  length Bar
(  Price 

  Price/part
+

×
×

=   
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If (Intention to sell parts those are put on stocks, No) 

Quantity

)
1000

bars of Number  length Bar
(  Price 

  Price/part

×
×

=  

Case: Blank type is In-house cut 

Price/part = Material cost 

 

Case: Blank type is Not chosen, Pre-cut  

Price/part = Material cost + Chapter cost + Set-up cost 

 

Material Cost 

Material cost = Price/part x (Material overhead rate x 0.01 + 1) 

 

3.4 Machining Time and Machining Cost Calculation 

The Quotation Calculator calculates the machining time mainly based on the theories 

(given in appendix B). The parameters on the sheets Material Cost Calculation, Time 

Calculation, Material Data, Machine Data and Summary are retrieved and computed 

during the machining cost calculation. The parameters and formulae are listed below. 

Table 3.5 shows the parameters and their corresponding data type. 

Table 3.5 – Parameters for machining cost calculation 

Parameter Unit Type 

Material Cost Calculation 
Material N/A Input 

Machine N/A Input 

Length mm Input 

Feeding mm Input (and refer to fixed values) 

Part length + Feeding mm Computed 

Weight kg/m Refer to table on Calculation 

Part Weight kg/pcs Computed 

Time Calculation 
Operation N/A Input 

Length to be machined mm Input 

Quantity1 N/A Input 

Start_ Diameter mm Input 

End_Diameter mm Input 

Average_Diameter mm Computed 

Uncertainty factor N/A Fixed 

Machine_Cutting speed m/min Computed or refer to table on Material Data 

Machine_Feed rate mm/rev Refer to table on Material Data 

Time min Computed 

Totalt min Computed 

Material Data 
Max RPM rev/min Computed 

Max RPM1 rev/min Refer to table on Material Data 

Cutting speed_Fine m/min Refer to table on Material Data 

Cutting speed_Rough m/min Refer to table on Material Data 

Feed rate_Fine mm/rev Refer to table on Material Data 

Feed rate_Rough mm/rev Refer to table on Material Data 

Notch_Feed rate mm/rev Refer to table on Material Data 

Notch_Cutting speed m/min Refer to table on Material Data 

Short hole drill_Cutting speed m/min Refer to table on Material Data 

Short hole drill_Feed rate mm/rev Refer to table on Material Data 
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Thread_Cutting speed m/min Refer to table on Material Data 

Thread_Feed rate mm/rev Refer to table on Material Data 

Machine Data 
Max RPM2 rev/min Refer to table on Machine Data 

Machine cost Sek/h Refer to table on Machine Data 

Summary 
Machining Time min Computed 

 

Feeding 

Feeding = 0   if  Blank type is Not chosen 

Feeding = 5   if  Blank type is Pre-cut 

Feeding = 4   if    Blank type is Full length bar 

Feeding = 3   if  Blank type is In-house cut 

 

Part weight 

(Part length + Feeding) = Length + Feeding 

Part weight = Weight × (Part length + Feeding) 

 

Average Diameter 

2

__
_

DiameterEndDiameterStart
DiameterAverage

+
=  

 

Max RPM 

Max RPM = Max (Max RPM1, Max RPM2) 

 

Machine Cutting speed and Feed rate 

)
1000

  erEnd_Diamet
(  RPM  Max  speedCutting Max

π×
×=  

 

Case: Operation is Drill non-concentric 

Machine_Cutting speed = Short hole drill_Cutting speed 

Machine Feed rate = Short hole drill_Feed rate 

 

Case: Operation is Rough turning 

1000

  erEnd_Diamet

gh speed_RouCutting
  RPM

π×
=  

Machine_Cutting speed = Max Cutting speed     if  RPM ＞ Max RPM 
Machine_Cutting speed = Cutting speed_Rough   if  RPM ≤  Max RPM 

Machine_Feed rate = Feed rate_Rough 

 

Case: Operation is Rough boring 

1000

  erEnd_Diamet

e speed_FinCutting
  RPM

π×
=  

Machine_Cutting speed = Max Cutting speed     if  RPM ＞ Max RPM 

Machine_Cutting speed = Cutting speed_Rough   if  RPM ≤  Max RPM 
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Machine_Feed rate = Feed rate_Rough 

 

Case: Operation is Fine turning 

1000

  erEnd_Diamet

gh speed_RouCutting
  RPM

π×
=  

Machine_Cutting speed = Max Cutting speed     if  RPM ＞ Max RPM, 
Machine_Cutting speed = Cutting speed_Fine    if  RPM ≤  Max RPM 

Machine_Feed rate = Feed rate_Fine 

 

Case: Operation is Fine boring 

1000

  erEnd_Diamet

e speed_FinCutting
  RPM

π×
=  

Machine_Cutting speed = Max Cutting speed     if   RPM ＞ Max RPM 

Machine_Cutting speed = Cutting speed_Fine    if  RPM ≤  Max RPM 

Machine_Feed rate = Feed rate_Fine 

 

Case: Operation is Planning 

RPM = Max RPM             if   End_Diameter = 0 

1000

  erEnd_Diamet

e speed_FinCutting
  RPM

π×
=     if   End_Diameter＞ 0 

Machine_Cutting speed = Max Cutting speed     if  RPM ＞ Max RPM 
Machine_Cutting speed = Cutting speed_Fine    if  RPM ≤  Max RPM 

Machine_Feed rate = Feed rate_Fine 

 

Case: Operation is Chasing of threads 

Machine_Cutting speed = Thread_Cutting speed 

Machine_Feed rate = Thread_Feed rate 

 

Case: Operation is Slot internal or Slot external 

1000

  erEnd_Diamet

gh speed_RouCutting
  RPM

π×
=  

Machine_Cutting speed = Max Cutting speed     if  RPM ＞ Max RPM 

Machine_Cutting speed = Notch_Cutting speed   if  RPM ≤  Max RPM 

Machine_Feed rate = Notch_Feed rate 

 

Machining Time 

Case: Operation is Collect or Deliver 

Time = 0.2     if  Part weight ＞ 1.8 

Time = 0.1     if  Part weight ≤  1.8 
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Case: Operation is Drill non-concentric 

1000  speedttingMaching_Cu

  eterStart_Diam
  

rate edMachine_Fe

machined be to Length
  Time

×

×
×=

π
 

 

Case: Operation is Rough turning, Rough boring, Fine turning, Fine boring, Planning, Chasing of 

threads, Slot internal or Slot external 

1000  speedttingMaching_Cu

  ameterAverage_Di
  

rate edMachine_Fe

machined be to Length
  Time

×

×
×=

π
 

 

Case: Operation is Drill concentric 

Time = Quantity1 × 0.33 

 

Case: Operation is Drill and tap 

Time = Quantity1 × 0.2 

 

Total Machining Time 

Uncertainty factor = 1.1 

Totalt = (Σ Time) x uncertainty factor 

 

Machining cost 

Machining cost = (Totalt / 60) x Machine cost 
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4 Tool for machining time estimation: CATIA V5 machining 

CATIA V5 machining calculates the machine time utilized when operations and 

resources are assigned. This chapter gives an introduction to the architecture, 

operations and process planning within the CATIA V5 machining module. In addition 

the data analysis of the Lathe Machining module is described. 

4.1 Introduction to CATIA V5 machining 

The CATIA V5 process-oriented architecture is based on a Process-Product 

Resources (PPR) data model.  

Process – description of the part operations, manufacturing programs, machining 

operations, tool changes and operation sequence. 

Product – full design definition of the product to be produced and description of 

the NC setup including the geometry of the design part, stock, fixtures and the 

geometry. 

Resources – description of physical resources needed to produce the part, 

including the machine tools, predefined tool assemblies, cutters, holders and 

inserts. 

 

The Machining Interface in CATIA V5 is seen in Figure 4.1. The PPR tree shows all 

operations linked to a process, as well as the geometry required for the operations 

definition and required resources. The PPR infrastructure also includes a tool library 

(Figure 4.2), catalogues and other databases. 

 
Figure 4.1 – PPR tree in CATIA V5 Lathe Machining 
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Figure 4.2 – Tool library in CATIA V5 

Process planning is one of the most important functions of CATIA V5 machining 

module, basic activities include: 

� selection of machine 

� selection of design part 

� selection stock 

� selection of fixtures 

� selection of operations and assignment to points or pattern 

� selection of machining areas 

� selection of machining methods 

� input manufacturing data 

� selection manufacturing tools 

� tool path replay or simulation using tool path (Figure 4.3) 

 
Figure 4.3 – Process simulation in CATIA V5 
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Additional activities at the beginning of process planning for simulation using NC 

code: 

� selection of Post Processor provider 

� selection of NC machine 

� definition of Post Processor and Controller Emulator on the NC machine 

� importation of NC code file 

 

Since this thesis work focuses on manufacturing the turned components, the Lathe 

machining module is of concern. The main operations in this module are listed in the 

following. 

Turning Operations 

� Longitudinal Rough Turning 

� Face Rough Turning 

� Parallel Contour Rough Turning 

� Recess Turning 

� Groove Turning 

� Profile Finish Turning 

� Groove Finish Turning 

� Ramp Rough Turning 

� Ramp Recess Turning 

� Thread Turning 

� Sequential Turning 

� Turning on a Milling Center with Facing Head 

Axial Machining Operations 

� Spot Drilling Operation 

� Drilling Operation 

 - Hole Finishing Operations 

 - Boring Operations 

� Threading Operations  

 - Countersinking and Chamfering Operations  

 - T-Slotting and Circular Milling 

 

CATIA V5 adopts an automation method. It can provide a complete set of potential 

operations for the process by linking it to the feature parameters of the product. 

 

4.2 Data analysis of CATIA V5 Machining (Lathe machining) 

This part is the analysis of data contained in the Lathe machining module. The data 

are sorted into three main groups according to the PPR tree – Process, Product and 

Resources. 

 

ProcessList 

The data categories and data type in Properties of all objects are the same (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1 – Input data 

Data categories Data 

Label, Description  

Specified cycle time, Specified beginning time  

General 

*Calculated cycle time (Computed data) 

 

Input data to the manufacturing activities are shown in Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.4 

and Table 4.5: 

Table 4.2 – Part Operation (Input data) 

Data categories Data 

Machine type Machine 

Spindle data, Turret data, Tooling data, Compensation data, 

Numerical Control data 

Reference machining axis system Axis Name 

Product or Part CATProduct file 

Geometry Design part for simulation, Stocks, Fixtures for simulation, 

Safety plane, Traverse box planes, Transition planes, Rotary 

planes 

Position Tool Change Point data, Table Center Setup data, Home 

Point data 

Simulation Stock Accuracy 

Option Automatic Stock Selection for Turning Operations 

 
Table 4.3 – Manufacturing Program (Input data) 

Data categories Data 

Simulation NC File 

 
Table 4.4 – Turning Tool Change (Input data) 

Lathe Operations Data categories Data 

Assembly Name, Tool number, Setup angle, Geometry data, 

Technology data 

Insert Holder Type, Dimensions, Geometry data, Technology 

data, Compensation data 

Insert Type, Dimensions, Geometry data, Technology 

data, Feeds & Speeds data 

Rough Turning 

Groove Turning 

Recess Turning 

Profile Finish Turning 

Groove Finish Turning 

Sequential Turning 

Ramp Rough Turning 

Ramp Recess Turning 
Option Sequence number, PP instruction 

Assembly Name, Tool number, Setup angle, Geometry data, 

Technology data 

Insert Holder Type, Dimensions, Geometry data, Technology 

data, Compensation data 

Insert Type, Machining type, Geometry data, Technology 

data, Feeds & Speeds data 

Thread Turning 

Option Sequence number, PP instruction 

Assembly Name, Tool number, Tool holder stages, Power 

type, Dimensions, Geometry data, Technology data 

Drilling 

Drill Type, Tool number, Dimensions, Geometry data, 

Technology data, Feeds & Speeds data, 
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Compensation data 

Option Sequence number, PP instruction 

 
Table 4.5 – Lathe Operations (Input data) 

Lathe Operations Data categories Data 

Strategy Mode, Orientation, Location, Part contouring, Tool 

compensation, Depth, Safety angle, Insert-holder 

constraints, Machine tolerance 

Geometry Part Element selection, Offset definition,  

Assembly Same as all data in Turning Tool Change 

Feeds & Speeds Feedrate data, Spindle speed data, Dwell mode, 

Quality  

Macros Approach data, Retract data 

All 

Tool Path Replay *Machining time, *Total time (Computed) 

 

Total time is machining time plus non-machining time (that is, time spent in transition 

paths and so on). 

The duration of the tool path from the tool change point to the first point of the tool 

path represented by dashed line during replay is not included in the Total time.  

ProductList 

Under the list, there are CATProduct and CATPart files. The CATPart of the design 

part is necessary, and sometimes CATPart of the stock and fixtures are also needed.  

 

The data categories and data type in Properties of all objects are the same (Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6 – Data in Properties 

Data categories Data 

Product  Instant Name, Link to Reference, Part Number, 

Source type (Input data) 

Density (Input data)  Mechanical/Mass 

Volume, Mass, Surface, Center of Gravity, Inertia 

Center, Inertia Matrix  (Computed data) 

Drafting Drafting properties 

 

The data under the ProductList vary according to the product. Some data could be 

available due to the use of other applications during part design and assembly. 

Examples are illustrated in Table 4.7: 

Table 4.7 – Input data 

Applications Data categories Data 

Apply Material  Material Material type, Material size, Structural Properties, 

Composites data 

Measure Item Dimension Radius, Diameter, Surface area 

Measure Between Dimension Length 

 

ResourcesList 

Machine and tools are treated as products and listed in order under ResourcesList, the 

data categories and data type in Properties of all objects are the same as those in the 

ProductList. Since all resources are linked to the machining processes in the 
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ProcessList, the data are also the same as the Part Operation (Machine) and Turning 

Tool Change. 
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5 Comparison of the systems and proposed solutions 

The analysis of the Quotation Calculator and CATIA V5 machining results in the 

comparison of these two systems. Finally, proposed solutions are presented and 

concluding remarks about the solutions are given. 

5.1 Comparison of the Quotation Calculator and CATIA V5 

machining 

As the study and data analysis of the Quotation Calculator and CATIA V5 machining 

has been carried out before, after comparison, the following are the results, showing 

the difference and commonality between the two systems. (Here, only items related to 

the material cost and machining cost calculation of the Quotation Calculator are of 

concern.) 

 

Major Functions 

Table 5.1 – Major Functions 

Quotation Calculator CATIA V5 machining 

Cost calculation Process planning 

 

The major functions of the Quotation Calculator and CATIA V5 machining are given 

in Table 5.1. In order to calculate the unit cost and hence the recommended selling 

price, the Quotation Calculator involves the calculation of material, machining and 

subcontracted operations. The CATIA V5 machining performs process planning 

including calculation of cycle time and simulation of operations. 

 

Common manually input data 

Identifying common input data can help avoid manual data input duplication (Table 

5.2). 

Table 5.2 – Common manually input data 

Quotation Calculator CATIA V5 machining 

Machine 

Operation 

Material 

Stock diameter 

Stock length (part length + feeding) 

Design part length 

Design part diameters 

 

These data are required inputs to the systems for each new production schedule. For 

the above data, only Machine and Operation are necessarily needed to assign to 

CATIA V5 machining for process planning. Material application and Dimension 

measurement are optional work but material data and product dimensions are 

expected to be contained in the product model. 
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Common intrinsic data 

Data redundancy can be prevented by identifying common intrinsic data (Table 5.3). 

These data are written in different formats in different systems. The comparatively 

most applicable data set to the new system will be adopted. 

Table 5.3 – Common intrinsic data 

Quotation Calculator CATIA V5 machining 

Material price 

Material weight 

Cutting speed 

Feed rate  

RPM 

 

These data have been written in the table in the Quotation Calculator. In CATIA V5, 

the material data have to be input during the creation of the material and saved as the 

material properties in the Material Library. The tools in the CATIA Tool catalog 

contain different Cutting speeds, Feed rates and RPM, these data can also be assigned 

to the operations during process planning. The choice of the data used for calculation 

is determined by the calculation methods. 

 

Common computed data 

Some data can be computed by both systems, the more reliable one will be selected as 

a basis for further calculation (Table 5.4). 

Table 5.4 – Common computed data 

Quotation Calculator CATIA V5 machining 

Stock weight 

Machining time 

 

The Stock weight is involved in the calculation of both material and machining cost. 

The stock weight calculated in the Quotation Calculator is based on the weight per 

length according to the material diameter, while CATIA V5 computes stock weight 

based on the material density and stock volume. Both methodologies for stock weight 

calculation have identical accuracy. 

 

The Quotation Calculator manipulates the feed rates and cutting speeds regarding to 

the material used and the geometries of the machined part to calculate the machining 

cost. The calculation involves many approximations, lowering the degree of accuracy. 

CATIA V5 utilizes the duration of the tool path and machining feedrate to calculate 

the cycle time, which is the machining time (time of motions that actually perform 

machining at machining feedrate) plus the time of other motions. The cycle time for 

turning operations are updated according to the Master/Slave context when the NC 

Gantt Chart is used. CATIA V5, therefore, demonstrates a higher degree of accuracy 

in time calculation. 

 

Missing data 

After matching the data from the two systems, Table 5.5 shows that some data needed 

for material and machining cost calculation in the Quotation Calculator cannot be 

found in CATIA V5. 
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Table 5.5 – Missing data 

Quotation Calculator 

Manually input data Intrinsic data (on tables) 

Quantity 

Feed 

Clamped length 

Bar length 

Intention to sell parts those are put on stocks 

Machine cost 

Material overhead rate 

 

Besides the above data, CATIA V5 also does not generate the data used to estimate 

the subcontracted operation cost in the Quotation Calculator. 

 

After the comparison of the common manually input data, common existing data, 

common computed data and the missing data, the following is the result of the 

manually input data analysis, the results of the other data generation will be discussed 

in the next section. 

 

The input data are the cost drivers which can be categorized into two types,  

� the customer order and company decision 

� the second type is about the resources for production  

The first type can be input to the Quotation Calculator or the other new developed 

system while the second type can be input to CATIA V5 during part design and 

process planning (Table 5.6). 

Table 5.6 – Two categories of input data 

Quotation Calculator / new system CATIA V5 machining 

Quantity 

Feed 

Clamped length 

Bar length 

Intention to sell parts those are put on stocks 

Machine 

Operation 

Material 

Stock diameter 

Stock length (part length + feeding) 

Design part length 

Design part diameters 

 

5.2 Proposed solutions 

The main work of this thesis work is to integrate the data from the CATIA V5 

machining module and the system in the Quotation Calculator for calculation of the 

recommended selling price. After the data analysis and the study of these two 

systems, knowing their operating procedures, functions and the way they calculate the 

costs and machining time, three major proposed solutions are generated. 

 

1. Extract data from CATIA V5 and import them to the Quotation Calculator 

After process planning in CATIA V5, data will be extracted using Visual Basic 

programming and written in an Excel sheet. This Excel sheet will be imported to 

the Quotation Calculator for cost calculation. Within this method, there are two 

cases. 
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Calculate the costs by using all original formulae in the Quotation Calculator 

 
Figure 5.1 - Data Extraction (CATIA V5→Quotation Calculator) 

In this case, data read from CATIA V5 will be directly applied into the original 

formulae in the Quotation Calculator for calculation (Figure 5.1). This aims to 

unitize the data base, prevent data redundancy and avoid duplicate data input. 

 

Calculate the machining cost with the computed data from CATIA V5 

 
Figure 5.2 - Data Extraction (CATIA V5→Quotation Calculator) 

The previous section shows that the Machining time is computed with higher 

degree of accuracy using CATIA V5, and is therefore more desirable in 

calculating cost. The Quotation Calculator can take the Calculated Cycle Time of 

the lathe operations to calculate the total machining time and hence the machining 

cost (Figure 5.2).  

Totalt = (Σ Calculated Cycle Time) x uncertainty factor 

Machining cost = (Totalt / 3600) x Machine cost 

With the above two approaches, most formula and interfaces in the Quotation 

Calculator will be kept in use, missing data can be input on an ongoing basis 

through the interfaces in the Quotation Calculator, but some modification in 

formulae and programming is needed to cope with the data from CATIA V5. 

 

2. Implement cost calculation in CATIA V5 

With this method, the data from the Quotation Calculator will be transferred to 

CATIA V5. Some data can be written in the catalogs in CATIA V5 or in the 

program in Visual Basic Editor. Incorporating the data extracted from the product 

model and process planning, the costs calculation is manipulated by programming. 

CATIA V5 

Data 

1. Material 

2. Stock diameter 

3. Stock length 

4. Design part length 

5. Calculated cycle time 

Quotation Calculator 
(Excel) 

CATIA V5 

Data 

1. Machine 

2. Operation 

3. Material 

4. Stock diameter 

5. Stock length 

6. Design part length 
7. Design part diameters 

Quotation Calculator 
(Excel) 
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Some missing data can be input into the system through the interfaces created by 

Visual Basic. The data from the Quotation Calculator can be partly or totally 

transferred to CATIA V5.  

 

Calculate the material and machining cost in CATIA V5 and calculate the 

subcontracted operation cost in the Quotation Calculator 

 
Figure 5.3- Data Transfer and Data Extraction (Quotation Calculator→CATIA V5→Quotation Calculator) 

The material and machining cost calculations are carried out in CATIA V5 and 

then the costs data are written on an Excel Sheet. The Excel Sheet will be 

imported to the Quotation Calculator where the subcontracted operation cost 

calculation is done. Summation of all the costs will result in the recommended 

selling price. The data flow is depicted in Figure 5.3. 

 

Calculate all costs in CATIA V5 

 
Figure 5.4 - Data transfer (Quotation Calculator→CATIA V5) 

All cost calculations are completed with programming inside the Visual Basic 

Editor in CATIA V5 (Figure 5.4). Extra interface is needed to input the 

subcontracted operations data in order to calculate the corresponding cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quotation Calculator 

Data 

1. Machine cost 

2. Material overhead rate 

3. All subcontracted 

operations related data 
CATIA V5 

Data 

1. Machine cost 

2. Material overhead rate 

Quotation Calculator 
CATIA V5 

Data 

1. Material cost 

2. Machining cost 

Quotation Calculator 
(Excel) 
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3. Calculate all costs in Microsoft Visual Basic 

 

 Figure 5.5 - Data transfer (Quotation Calculator→Visual Basic) and Data Extraction (CATIA V5→Visual Basic) 

This method is similar to method 2, but the quotation system is independent of 

both CATIA V5 and the Quotation Calculator. The whole quotation system is 

implemented in Microsoft Visual Basic. All data from the Quotation Calculator is 

rewritten using programming and a vba. file containing the data from CATIA V5 

will be imported to this system. The same, interfaces are needed for input data. 

After gathering all information, calculation of all costs and hence the 

recommended selling price can be completed within the system. The data flow of 

this quotation system is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

 

5.3 Conclusion of the proposed solutions 

In the previous section, the methods and the applications which can be used to 

calculate costs have been discussed. This section gives a conclusion of the proposed 

solutions. 

 

Firstly, there are two methods to calculate costs:  

1. Calculating all costs by using all original formulae in the Quotation Calculator  

2. Calculating the machining cost with the computed data from CATIA V5 

 

In Section 5.1, the machining time calculated in the Quotation Calculator and the 

Calculated Cycle Time in CATIA V5 have been compared. It shows that CATIA V5 

calculates the machining time with a higher degree of accuracy, therefore it is 

preferably taken to calculate the machining cost and hence the total cost.  

 

Secondly, three ways of utilizing the applications for the quotation process have been 

suggested. Their main purpose is to make use of the data generated by CATIA V5 as 

much as possible to calculate the costs and this has several advantages: 

� Reduce the number of manual input to costs calculation 

� Enhance accuracy  

� Shorten lead time 

 

The selection of the solutions mainly depends on the facility and the situation of the 

environment. 

1. Extract data from CATIA V5 and import them to the Quotation Calculator 

CATIA V5 

Quotation System 
(Visual Basic) 

Data 

1. Machine cost 

2. Material overhead rate 

3. All subcontracted 

operations related data 

Data 

1. Material 

2. Stock diameter 

3. Stock length 

4. Design part length 

5. Calculated cycle time 

Quotation Calculator 
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Since the Quotation Calculator has already being created in the company, this 

solution would be selected. This approach extends the functionality of the 

Quotation Calculator by integrating it with CATIA V5 machining. 

2. Implement cost calculation in CATIA V5 

This solution would be selected if the Quotation Calculator and other quotation 

systems did not exist. For example, the company is using CATIA V5 for process 

planning and they want to develop a system in cooperation to calculate the costs. 

3. Calculate all costs in Microsoft Visual Basic 

Standalone application is preferable if data computed from more applications are 

used for costs calculations. This approach is more extensible and adaptable in 

cooperation with the further development of the quotation system in the company. 

 

Based on the situation in NMW, the first solution is adopted. 
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6 Results 

A system has been developed with a common hosted programming language to 

extract and transfer information. The system retrieves model geometry from CAD and 

information on process planning from CAM, then matches the information in the 

application for the purpose of cost estimation (Figure 6.1). The system once 

developed, is supposed to be used for every new product. 

 

Figure 6.1 - Information transfer from CAD/CAM system to application 

Comparison of the data analysis and the proposed solutions in the previous chapter 

has led us to develop a new quotation system (see Figure 6.2): 

� Extract data from CATIA V5 and import them to the Quotation Calculator. 

� Estimate the machining cost with the Calculated Cycle Time from CATIA V5. 

 

Information from the machining module in CATIA V5 is extracted using Visual Basic 

programming and written in a worksheet in the Quotation Calculator. With standard 

operations, tables of data and several inputs, the cost calculation and hence the 

quotation process can be automatically implemented. 

 
Figure 6.2 - Quotation system with CATIA V5 and the Quotation Calculator 

CAD 

(Geometric modeling) 

CAM 

(Process planning) 

Application 

(Cost estimation) 

Quotation Calculator 

Data transfer for calculation 

Recommended selling price 

Cost Overhead Profit 

Material cost Machining cost 

CATIA V5 

Subcontracted operation cost 
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This system involves three vital functions: importing data to CATIA V5, extracting 

data from CATIA V5 and implementing data in the Quotation Calculator. They are 

demonstrated in this chapter. 

6.1 Data importation to CATIA V5 

Example: Update Feed rates and Cutting speeds of the tools based on the applied 

material 

 

Purpose: Update the Feed rates and Cutting speeds of the tools automatically when 

different material is applied on the product. 

 

To calculate the machining time, Feed rates and Cutting speeds are critical 

parameters. This section demonstrates how to assign these parameters to the tools 

when different materials are applied during process planning in CATIA V5 machining 

(Figure 6.3). 

 
Figure 6.3 - Data Importation (Excel→ CATIA V5) 

Resources for this method:  

� A Workbook containing the parameters 

� A Material Library containing the company’s materials 

� A Program for execution  

 

First of all, a workbook Material Feedrate & CuttingSpeed.xls is created. In which the 

worksheets contain the feed rates and cutting speeds of different tools according to 

different materials. An example of material SS2172 (S355J2) is shown in Figure 

6.4.

 

Figure 6.4 - Worksheet SS2172 (S355J2) 

Parameters 

1. Feed rates 

2. Cutting speeds CATIA V5 

Excel 
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A program MaterialAndCutsAndFeeds.catvba is written to complete this task. The 

execution consists of three main parts: 

1. Apply material on the product 

2. Read the parameters from the Workbook 

3. Assign the parameters to the tools used in each operation 

 

The following is the description showing how the program works (the VB script is 

attached in the appendix C.1): 

1. Retrieve current process root 

2. Retrieve current setup 

3. Open the CATMaterial document 

4. Display NMW material library 

5. User selects the material 

6. Display the selected material in the message box 

7. Apply the material on the product 

8. Retrieve the material applied on the product 

9. Close the CATMaterial document 

10. Open Workbook Material Feedrate & CuttingSpeed.xls 

11. Select Worksheet according to the applied material 

12. Retrieve current program 

13. Retrieve current operation 

14. If operation type is not Tool Change and Tool Change Lathe then retrieve 

assembly, tool and insert 

15. Identify tool type 

16. If tool type is drill tool then retrieve Feedrate and Cutting speed of the drill tool 

If tool type is mill tool then retrieve Feedrate and Cutting speed of the mill tool 

If tool type is lathe tool then retrieve Feedrate and Cutting speed of the lathe 

insert 

17. Change the values of Feedrate and Cutting speed of the tool according to the 

applied material 

18. Close Workbook 

19. Quit Excel 

20. Display a message to show that Feedrate and Cutting speed have been updated 

 

The demonstration session of running the program including three main procedures is 

given below.  

1. When the program is run, the Material Library NMW_Materials.CATMaterial 

pops up and material can be chosen to apply on the product (as seen in Figure 

6.5). 
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Figure 6.5 - NMW Material Library 

 

2. The program reads the parameters from the Workbook Material Feedrate & 

CuttingSpeed.xls and assigns them to the tools used in each operation. (This 

process is invisible.) 

 

3. A message is displayed showing that Feed rates and Cutting speeds of the tools 

have been updated (Figure 6.6). Figure 6.7 shows that the values of Feeds & 

Speeds of the tool have been changed. 

 
Figure 6.6 - A message “Feedrate and Cutting speed have been updated” is displayed 
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Figure 6.7 - The values of Feeds & Speeds have been changed 

The other method for this approach is to create different tool set catalogs for different 

materials. The tool set catalog is chosen at the beginning of the process planning. 

When the tools are selected in the operations, the feed rates and the cuttings speeds of 

the tools are of the value related to the applied material. However, the tools have to be 

selected again if the applied material is changed. 

 

This example is the prototype of importing data to CATIA V5 automatically. This 

method can also be applied to other cases. For examples,  

� Assigning different offsets to the operations based on the machined used 

� Assigning feed rates to the operations instead of the tools based on the material 

used (the VB script is attached in the appendix C.2 and the result is illustrated in 

Figure 6.8) 

 
Figure 6.8 – Feedrates in the operations have been updated 
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The advantages of this method are a reduction of time required and enhancement of 

accuracy in comparison to manual input, in particular when there are batches of data. 

 

6.2 Data extraction from CATIA V5 

Example: Extract data from process planning in CATIA V5 machining and import to 

the Quotation Calculator 

 

Purpose: Integrating CATIA V5 machining and the Quotation calculator for cost 

calculations. 

 

Since CATIA V5 cannot perform cost calculations, extra work such as programming 

or cooperation with the use of other applications is needed to carry out the task. In 

order to manipulate the parameters from process planning in CATIA V5 for 

calculations, these parameters have to be extracted (Figure 6.9). 

 
Figure 6.9 - Data Extraction (CATIA V5 → Quotation Calculator) 

*Tool list includes: Assembly name; Assembly type; Tool name; Insert name and Insert type 

*Machined product geometry includes: Machined product name; Name, Volume, Mass and Density of 

the Design part and Stock part; and Volume of material Removal 

 

Data such as the tool list in the production are not the parameters calculating the 

machining time and the costs in the Quotation Calculator, but it is also useful to show 

them in the Quotation Calculator for double check before quotation. 

 

Resources for this method: 

� New Worksheets in the Quotation Calculator 

� A program for execution 

 

Two Worksheets are created and saved in the Workbook Quotation Calculator.xls. 

The process planning data will be written on the Worksheet Process planning in 

CATIA V5 machining (Figure 6.10) and the product geometry data will be written on 

the Worksheet Product Geometry Data (Figure 6.11). 

Data 

1. Material 

2. Machine 

3. Setup 

4. Manufacturing program 

5. Operations 

6. Calculated cycle time 

7. *Tool list 

8. *Machined product        

geometry 

 

CATIA V5 

Quotation Calculator 
(Excel) 
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Figure 6.10 - Worksheet Process planning in CATIA V5 machining 

 
Figure 6.11 - Worksheet Product Geometry Data 

A program QuotataionCalculator.catvba is written for data extraction and acts as the 

bridge connecting CATIA V5 and the Quotation Calculator for data transfer. The 

program execution involves two main steps. 

1. Read the data from CATIA V5 machining module 

2. Write the data into the Worksheets in the Quotation Calculator 

 

The program is described below (the VB script is attached in the appendix C.3). 

1. Retrieve current process root 

2. Retrieve current setup 

3. Retrieve current machine 

4. Retrieve design part 

5. Retrieve stock part 

6. Retrieve the material applied on the product 

7. Retrieve the volume of the design part and stock part 

8. Calculate the volume of material removal 

9. Retrieve the mass and density of the design part and stock part 
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10. Retrieve the radius and length of the stock part 

11. Retrieve current program 

12. Retrieve current operation 

13. Retrieve Calculated Cycle Time of the operations 

14. If operation type is not Tool Change and Tool Change Lathe then retrieve tool, 

assembly and insert 

15. Open Workbook QuotationCalculator.xls 

16. Write the data retrieved on the Worksheets 

17. Display the first page of the Quotation Calculator 

 

When the program is run, it searches the parameters in the machining module and 

stores them in the program with different names. Then it opens the Quotation 

Calculator and writes the data on the pre-defined Worksheets. The results are 

illustrated in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. 

 
Figure 6.12 - Data written on the Worksheet Process planning in CATIA V5 machining 

 
Figure 6.13 - Data written on the Worksheet Product Geometry Data  

The Quotation Calculator stays open and switches to the first page ready for quotation 

process after the data have been written into it. 
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This example is a prototype of extracting data from CATIA V5 and importing them to 

another application with VBA programming. The data extraction part can also be 

applied to other systems when other applications instead of Microsoft Excel are 

utilized for cost calculations. 

 

6.3 Data implementation in the Quotation Calculator 

Example: Calculate the Machining cost in the Quotation Calculator with the 

Calculated Cycle Time from CATIA V5 

 

Purpose: Utilize the data from CATIA V5 in the quotation process. 

 

The data generated in CATIA V5 machining and the Quotation Calculator have been 

compared in the earlier section. Making use of the common data can avoid redundant 

data. Furthermore, it has been shown that the Calculated Cycle time from CATIA V5 

is preferably taken to calculate the total machining time due to a higher level of 

accuracy. This section demonstrates how to implement the data from CATIA V5 in 

the Quotation Calculator and calculate the machining cost with the Calculated Cycle 

Time (Figure 6.14). 

 
Figure 6.14 - Data Implementation in the Quotation Calculator 

Resource for this method: 

� Worksheet containing the data extracted from CATIA V5 

 

The previous section has mentioned that the Worksheet Process planning in CATIA 

V5 machining has been created in the Quotation Calculator and the data from CATIA 

V5 have been stored in it. The new Quotation Calculator has been developed to read 

the data from this Worksheet and generate them with other data and pre-defined 

expressions to calculate the costs. 

 

In the page Material Cost Calculation, Material and Machine are updated from the 

process planning in CATIA V5 can be read from CATIA V5 instead of manual input 

(Figure 6.15). 

New Quotation Calculator 
(Excel) 

Data from CATIA V5 

1. Material 

2. Machine 

3. Setup 

4. Manufacturing program 

5. Operations 

6. Calculated cycle time 

7. Tool 
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Figure 6.15 - Material Cost Calculation in the new Quotation Calculator 

In the new system, all operations can be assigned on the page Time calculation 

(Catia) in one time by clicking a button instead of being assigned one by one 

manually (see Figure 6.16). Furthermore, the milling operations can also be involved. 

Since CATIA V5 machining does not perform the functions “Collect” and “Deliver” 

of the machined product, their buttons are kept in this page to carry out these 

functions. 

 

Machining cost can be calculated with the Calculated Cycle Time by the following 

formulae: 

Total Machining Time = (Σ Calculated Cycle Time) x uncertainty factor 

Machining cost = (Total Machining Time / 60) x Machine cost 

 
Figure 6.16 - Time Calculation in the new Quotation Calculator 
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Finally, the Machining time, Manufacturing cost, Unit cost and the recommended unit 

selling price on the page Summary are automatically updated (Figure 6.17). (The 

values are highlighted in red.) 

 
Figure 6.17 - Data are updated automatically on Summary 

Other costs can also be calculated in the same way, for example, calculation of the 

Material cost by reading the part diameter and part length from CATIA V5. When the 

Quotation Calculator is further developed, it may need more parameters from process 

planning for more precise cost estimation, and then the same method can be used. 

 

This method can be concluded with several advantages: 

� Avoidance of data redundancy 

� Reduction of the number of manual input data 

� Involvement of milling operations 

� Higher level of accuracy in cost calculations 

� Machining time and hence the costs can be updated easily when there are 

changes in the process planning 

� Shorten quotation process time 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 

In this chapter, the conclusions section states the limitation of the Quotation 

Calculator and explains how the quotation process can benefit from this automated 

cost estimation system. Finally, recommendations for further development are made. 

7.1 Conclusion 

Based on the studies of CATIA V5 machining and the Quotation Calculator, and the 

comparison of the data generated by these two systems, three major solutions have 

been proposed in chapter 5. After considering the situation in NMW, that is, the 

Quotation Calculator already existed before introduction of CATIA V5 for process 

planning, the solution which best integrates these two systems has been selected and 

demonstrated. 

 

In comparison to the machining time approximated in the Quotation Calculator, it has 

been agreed by the company that the machining time calculated by CATIA V5 is 

more accurate as long as the inputs are correct. Thus, the Calculated Cycle Time from 

CATIA V5 has been adopted to estimate the machining cost in the new quotation 

system. 

 

Feed rates and Cutting speeds are very important parameters for precise time 

estimation. Initially, these two parameters according to different operations and 

materials are written in the Quotation Calculator. Since process planning is now 

carried out in CATIA V5 and this project aims to utilize the data generated by CATIA 

V5 to calculate costs, the Feed rates and Cutting speeds are assigned to the operations 

in CATIA V5 instead. After process planning, the relevant data are extracted from 

CATIA V5 and imported to the Quotation Calculator for cost calculations. The 

automation of these processes is demonstrated in chapter 6. 

 

In the Quotation Calculator, the total machining time is the summation of the time of 

all operations during manufacturing. However, in some cases the machine can be 

executing two operations at the same time. Therefore, the total machining time is over 

estimated in the Quotation Calculator. The costs of this kind of manufacturing can not 

be calculated in the Quotation Calculator at this moment. The actual total time used 

by the machine can be found in CATIA V5 after the operations are simulated. In this 

case, the total calculated cycle time from the Quotation Calculator can be compared 

with the actual total machining time to compute the Balance. 

Time Cycle Calculated Total

 Time  MachinigTotal Actual
  Balance =  

Optimizing the use of the machine is a critical issue in reducing the time and the cost 

in manufacturing. Ideally, Balance is equal to 50%. That is, the work is equally 

distributed and the machine, which can carry out two operations, is always working, 

so that the machine is in optimal use. 

 

During process planning, the machine used is selected. This involves at least these 

two considerations: 
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1. Number of machines to manufacture the product 

It may be the case that all operations executed in one machine, or they may be 

distributed into more than one machine. 

2. Cooperation with other production 

There is usually more than one production happening in the factory and a limited 

numbers of machines, so the choice of the machine used is also determined by 

considering other production schedules. 

 

With both these factors taken into consideration, the selection of the machine aims to 

lower the costs and shorten the machining time. With the correct input data such as 

feed rates, cutting speeds, tool change time and product geometry to process planning 

and the quotation system, the machining time and the costs can be estimated more 

accurately and easier. The time and cost information is made available for decision 

making. As a result, the lead time for the quotation process will be shortened and a 

relatively more attractive price can be quoted to the customers. 

 

7.2 Recommendations 

As mentioned in the conclusion, the Quotation Calculator does not cover the cost 

calculations for a manufacturing activity which executes more than one operation 

within a machine at the same time. This function can be added into the Quotation 

Calculator when this is further developed. Thus, the Balance can also be calculated. 

The comparison of the results can give a suggestion of the machine to be selected. 

 

The prices of the materials vary according to the worldwide environment. Currently, 

the price list of Euro Steel is updated manually. It could be kept updated automatically 

if the price list is linked to the information on the web. 

 

Besides machine cost, the cost and the lifetime of the tools can also be taken into 

account when the machining cost is calculated. For some products which may need 

special tools in production, the investment in new tools is also a cost driver in 

producing the product. 

 

When the Quotation Calculator or other quotation system is further developed, it has 

to be noticed that these systems and the data generated are integrated with the ERP 

system in the company. 

 

The cost estimated by the Quotation Calculator has to be compared with the 

accounted cost after the products have been delivered so that the performance and the 

accuracy of the Quotation system can be evaluated and improved.
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Appendices 

A Work Breakdown Structure 
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B Machine Time Calculation 

(http://www.wisetool.com/manufacturing/time.htm) 

Turning operation 

Machine time = Length to be machined / Feed rate 

 

Figure B.1 - Turning operation 

Longitudinal turning (RPM known): 

l = Length to be machined 

s = Feed per revolution 

n = RPM 

Machine Time = l / s x n  

Longitudinal turning (RPM unknown): 

d = Diameter 

v = Cutting speed 

s = Feed per revolution 

l = Length to be machined 

Machine time = l x pi x d / s x v 

Facing: 

r = Radius 

s = Feed per revolution 

l = Length to be machined 

Machine time = r / s x n 
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Drilling operation 

Machine time = Length of tool traveled / Feed rate 

 

 

Figure B.2 - Drilling operation 

(RPM known): 

L = Length of tool traveled (l + 0.3 d) 

s = Feed per revolution 

n = RPM 

d = Diameter of drill 

Machine Time = L / s x n  

(RPM unknown): 

L = length of tool travel (l + 0.3 d) 

v = cutting speed 

s = Feed per revolution 

n = RPM 

d = Diameter of drill 

 

v = pi x d x n / 1000 

n = v x 1000 / Pi x d 

Machine time = L x pi x d / s x v x1000 
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Milling operation 

Machine time = Length of tool traveled / Feed rate 

 

 

Figure B.3 - Milling operation 

l = Length of tool travel (l + 0.3 d) 

S = Feed rate 

 

Machine time = L / S
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C VB Scripts 

C.1 Assigning Feedrates and Cutting speeds to the tools 

'********************************************************************************************* 

'* 

'*    Language = "VBSCRIPT" 

'*    File name: MaterialAndCutsAndFeeds.catvba 

'*    Functions: Choose material and apply it to the product 

'*               Assign cutting speed and feedrate according to different applied material 

'*    Author: CHEUNG Ching Chi 

'*    Date: 11April,2008 

'* 

'*    This CATScript assumes that the user has opened the Machining workbench 

'*    and only one setup is selected for process planning in CATIA V5. 

'* 

'********************************************************************************************* 

Sub CATMain() 

 

    Dim MfgDoc1 As Document 

    Dim ActivityRef As ManufacturingProcess 

    Dim Setup(1) As ManufacturingActivity 

    Dim Program(5, 10) As ManufacturingProgram 

    Dim SetupList As MfgActivities 

     

    

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Process Root    

'******************************************************************************************* 

     

    Set MfgDoc1 = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

    Set CurrentProcess = MfgDoc1.PPRDocument.Processes 

    Set ActivityRef = CurrentProcess.Item(1) 

     

    

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current SetUp    

'******************************************************************************************* 

     

    Set SetupList = ActivityRef.Setups 

    Dim NumberOfSetup As Integer 

    NumberOfSetup = SetupList.Count 

         

    For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

    Set Setup(i) = SetupList.GetElement(i) 

    Next 

    

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Open the CATMaterial document (material library)    

'******************************************************************************************* 

    Dim sFilePath As String 

    sFilePath = "G: \NMW_Materials.CATMaterial" 

 

    Dim oMaterial_document As Document 

    Set oMaterial_document = CATIA.Documents.Open(sFilePath) 

    Set oMaterial_document = CATIA.ActiveDocument 
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'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Chose material from the material library (Load the function ChooseMaterial)    

'******************************************************************************************* 

     

    Set oAppliedMaterial = ChooseMaterial(oMaterial_document) 

    

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Apply the material on the Product    

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

     For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

        

        Dim PartMachined As Product 

        Set PartMachined = Setup(i).Product 

     

        Dim oRootProduct As Product 

        Set oRootProduct = PartMachined 

       

        Dim oManager As MaterialManager 

        Set oManager = oRootProduct.GetItem("CATMatManagerVBExt") 

     

        Dim linkMode As Integer 

        linkMode = 0 

        oManager.ApplyMaterialOnProduct oRootProduct, oAppliedMaterial, linkMode 

   

    

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve the material applied on the Product    

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

        Dim oRetrievedMaterial As Material 

     

        oManager.GetMaterialOnProduct oRootProduct, oRetrievedMaterial 

     

        MsgBox oRetrievedMaterial.Name 

     

        Dim MaterialName As String 

        MaterialName = oRetrievedMaterial.Name 

     

    oMaterial_document.Close 

     

    'Select Worksheet according to the applied material 

    SelectWorkSheet MaterialName 

      

     

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Program       

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        Set ProgramList = Setup(i).Programs 

        Dim NumberOfProgram(5) As Integer 

        NumberOfProgram(i) = ProgramList.Count 

         

        'In case of more than one Manufacturing Program 

        For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        Set Program(i, j) = ProgramList.GetElement(j) 
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'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Operation       

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        Dim NumberOfProcess(5, 10) As Integer 

         

        Dim Process(5, 10, 30) As Activity 

         

        k = 1 

        Dim Process2 As Activity 

        For Each Process2 In Program(i, j).ChildrenActivities 

        If Process2.Type <> "PPInstruction" Then 

            Set Process(i, j, k) = Process2 

            k = k + 1 

        End If 

        Next 

         

        NumberOfProcess(i, j) = k - 1 

         

        

******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve Assembly, Tool and Insert        

'******************************************************************************************* 

        

        Dim CurrentAssembly As ManufacturingToolAssembly 

        Dim AssemblyNumber, ToolNumber As Long 

        Dim AssemblyName, AssemblyType As String 

        Dim CurrentTool As ManufacturingTool 

        Dim ToolProduct As Product 

        Dim OperationType As String 

        Dim FinishingCuttingSpeed, FinishingFeedrate, RoughingCuttingSpeed, RoughingFeedrate, 

      MaxMachiningFeedrate As Dimension 

 

        Dim Cuttingspeed, Feedrate, DepthOfCut, MaxMachiningFeedrate1 As Dimension 

         

        For k = 1 To NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

        OperationType = Process(i, j, k).Type 

         

        If (OperationType <> "ToolChange" And OperationType <> "ToolChangeLathe") Then 

         

            Dim ProcessParameter As Parameters 

            Set ProcessParameter = Process(i, j, k).Parameters 

         

            ProcessParameter.GetItem("Automatic compute from tooling Feeds and Speeds").Value = True 

         

            On Error Resume Next 

   

            'Retrieve assembly from operations 

            Set CurrentAssembly = Process(i, j, k).ToolAssembly 

            AssemblyNumber = CurrentAssembly.ToolNumber 

            AssemblyType = CurrentAssembly.AssemblyType 

            erreur = Err.Number 

            Err.Clear 

             

            Set CurrentTool = Process(i, j, k).tool 

            Set ToolProduct = CurrentTool 
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            Dim ToolParameter As Parameters 

            Set ToolParameter = ToolProduct.Parameters 

             

            Dim CurrentToolType As String 

            CurrentToolType = CurrentTool.ToolType 

             

            'Retrieve Feedrate and Cutting speed of the drill tool 

            If (ManufacturingToolType(CurrentToolType) = "Drill Tool" Or 

 MaufacturingToolType(CurrentToolType) = "Mill Tool G1") Then 

                Set Cuttingspeed = ToolParameter.Item("Cutting speed") 

                Set Feedrate = ToolParameter.Item("Feedrate") 

                Set DepthOfCut = ToolParameter.Item("Depth of cut") 

                Set MaxMachiningFeedrate1 = ToolParameter.Item("Max machining feedrate") 

            Else 

             

            'Retrieve Feedrate and Cutting speed of the mill tool 

            If ManufacturingToolType(CurrentToolType) = "Mill Tool G2" Then 

                Set FinishingCuttingSpeed = ToolParameter.Item("Finishing cutting speed") 

                Set FinishingFeedrate = ToolParameter.Item("Finishing feedrate per tooth") 

                Set RoughingCuttingSpeed = ToolParameter.Item("Roughing cutting speed") 

                Set RoughingFeedrate = ToolParameter.Item("Roughing feedrate per tooth") 

                Set MaxMachiningFeedrate = ToolParameter.Item("Max machining feedrate") 

            End If 

           

            'Retrieve Feedrate and Cutting speed of the lathe insert 

            If ManufacturingToolType(CurrentToolType) = "Lathe Tool" Then 

                

  'Retrieve insert 

                Dim anInsert As ManufacturingInsert 

                Dim InsertProduct As Product 

                Dim InsertName, InsertType As String 

                Err.Clear 

                Set anInsert = CurrentAssembly.Insert 

                Set InsertProduct = anInsert 

                     

                Dim InsertParameter As Parameters 

                Set InsertParameter = InsertProduct.Parameters 

                     

                If (erreur = 0) Then 

                    Set Attribut = anInsert.getAttribute("MFG_NAME") 

                    erreur = Err.Number 

                             

                    If (erreur = 0) Then 

                         InsertName = Attribut.Value 

                                     

                      If (InsertName <> "") Then 

                             InsertType = anInsert.InsertType 

                                         

                             Set FinishingCuttingSpeed = InsertParameter.Item("Finishing cutting speed") 

                             Set FinishingFeedrate = InsertParameter.Item("Finishing feedrate per tooth") 

                             Set RoughingCuttingSpeed = InsertParameter.Item("Roughing cutting speed") 

                             Set RoughingFeedrate = InsertParameter.Item("Roughing feedrate per tooth") 

                             Set MaxMachiningFeedrate = InsertParameter.Item("Max machining feedrate") 

 

                          End If 

                    End If 
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                End If 

            End If 

        End If 

        End If 

         

 'Assign feedrate and cutting speed according to applied material  

    ChangeValue CurrentToolType, Cuttingspeed, Feedrate, DepthOfCut,     

 MaxMachiningFeedrate1,FinishingCuttingSpeed, FinishingFeedrate, RoughingCuttingSpeed, 

 RoughingFeedrate,  MaxMachiningFeedrate 

          

        Next k 

       Next j 

    Next 

   

  'Quit Excel 

  OpenTable.Workbooks.Close 

  Application.Quit 

   

  MsgBox "Feedrate and Cutting speed have been updated" 

 

End Sub 

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Choose material from the material library 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Function ChooseMaterial(oMaterial_document) As Material 

 

Dim status, oSelElem, InputObjectType(0) 

Dim Selection As Object 

 

Set Selection = oMaterial_document.Selection 

InputObjectType(0) = "Material" 

    Selection.Clear 

    status = Selection.SelectElement2(InputObjectType, "Select an item (Ecs to Return)", True) 

     If (status = "Cancel") Then Exit Function 

     Set oSelElem = CATIA.ActiveDocument.Selection.Item(1) 

     Set ChooseMaterial = oSelElem.Value 

 

End Function 

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Define tool type group (Drill, Mill, Lathe) 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Function ManufacturingToolType(CurrentToolType) As String 

Dim oType(24) As String 

 

'According to the order in the Workbook "Material Feedrate & CuttingSpeed" 

 

oType(2) = "MfgDrillTool" 

oType(3) = "MfgTapTool" 

oType(4) = "MfgCountersinkTool" 

oType(5) = "MfgReamerTool" 

oType(6) = "MfgSpotDrillTool" 

oType(7) = "MfgCenterDrillTool" 

oType(8) = "MfgMultiDiamDrillTool" 

oType(9) = "MfgBoringAndChamferingTool" 

oType(10) = "MfgTwoSidesChamferingTool" 
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oType(11) = "MfgBoringBarTool" 

oType(12) = "MfgThreadMillTool" 

oType(13) = "MfgCounterboreMillTool" 

oType(14) = "MfgEndMillTool" 

oType(15) = "MfgFaceMillTool" 

oType(16) = "MfgConicalMillTool" 

oType(17) = "MfgTSlotterTool" 

oType(18) = "MfgExternalTool" 

oType(19) = "MfgInternalTool" 

oType(20) = "MfgGrooveExternalTool" 

oType(21) = "MfgGrooveInternalTool" 

oType(22) = "MfgGrooveFrontalTool" 

oType(23) = "MfgThreadExternalTool" 

oType(24) = "MfgThreadInternalTool" 

 

For q = 2 To 24 

    If CurrentToolType = oType(q) Then 

 

        Select Case q 

 

        Case 2 To 11 

        ManufacturingToolType = "Drill Tool" 

        Case 12 To 13 

        ManufacturingToolType = "Mill Tool G1" 

        Case 14 To 17 

        ManufacturingToolType = "Mill Tool G2" 

        Case 18 To 24 

        ManufacturingToolType = "Lathe Tool" 

         

    End Select 

    Exit For 

    End If 

Next 

           

End Function  

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Select Worksheet according to the applied material 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Sub SelectWorkSheet(MaterialName) 

 

Set OpenTable = CreateObject("Excel.Application") 

            OpenTable.Workbooks.Open "G: \Material Feedrate & CuttingSpeed.xls" 

             

            Select Case MaterialName 

             

            Case "SS 2172 (S355J2)" 

            Sheets("SS 2172 (S355J2)").Select 

             

            Case "SS 1672 (S355J2)" 

            Sheets("SS 1672 (S355J2)").Select 

             

            Case "SS 2142IM (S355J2G3IM)" 

            Sheets("SS 2142IM (S355J2G3IM)").Select 

             

            Case "SS 2172 (S355J2 HL)" 

            Sheets("SS 2172 (S355J2 HL)").Select 
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            Case "Hydax 15" 

            Sheets("Hydax 15").Select 

             

            Case "SS 2541 (34CrNiMo6)" 

            Sheets("SS 2541 (34CrNiMo6)").Select 

             

            Case "SS 2333" 

            Sheets("SS 2333").Select 

             

            Case "SS 0125" 

            Sheets("SS 0125").Select 

             

            Case "SS 0727" 

            Sheets("SS 0727").Select 

             

            Case "SS 2225 (25CrMo4)" 

            Sheets("SS 2225 (25CrMo4)").Select 

             

            Case "6262-T6" 

            Sheets("6262-T6").Select 

             

            Case "SS 1914 (11SMnPb28)" 

            Sheets("SS 1914 (11SMnPb28)").Select 

             

            End Select 

End Sub 

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Assign the feedrate and cutting speed to the tools 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Sub ChangeValue(CurrentToolType, Cuttingspeed, Feedrate, DepthOfCut, MaxMachiningFeedrate1, 

FinishingCuttingSpeed, FinishingFeedrate, RoughingCuttingSpeed, RoughingFeedrate, MaxMachiningFeedrate) 

    

    For p = 2 To 24 

    

    If CurrentToolType = Cells(p, 2) Then 

        'Drill Tools 

        If p > 1 And p < 14 Then 

              Cuttingspeed.Value = Cells(p, 3) 

              Feedrate.Value = Cells(p, 4) 

              DepthOfCut.Value = Cells(p, 5) 

              MaxMachiningFeedrate1.Value = Cells(p, 10) 

        Else 

         

        'Mill and Lathe Tools 

        If p > 13 Then 

              FinishingCuttingSpeed.Value = Cells(p, 6) 

              FinishingFeedrate.Value = Cells(p, 7) 

              RoughingCuttingSpeed.Value = Cells(p, 8) 

              RoughingFeedrate.Value = Cells(p, 9) 

              MaxMachiningFeedrate.Value = Cells(p, 10) 

        End If 

        End If 

    End If 

    Next 

 
End Sub
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C.2 Assigning Feedrates and Cutting speeds to the tools 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'* 

'*    Language = "VBSCRIPT" 

'*    File name: OperationFeedrates.catvba 

'*    Functions: Assign feedrates to operations according to different applied material 

'*    Author: CHEUNG Ching Chi 

'*    Date: 11April,2008 

'* 

'*    This CATScript assumes that the user has opened the Machining workbench 

'*    and selected the operations for process planning in CATIA V5. 

'* 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Sub CATMain() 

 

    Dim MfgDoc1 As Document 

    Dim ActivityRef As ManufacturingProcess 

    Dim Setup(5) As ManufacturingActivity 

    Dim Program(5, 10) As ManufacturingProgram 

    Dim SetupList As MfgActivities 

    Dim ProgramList As MfgActivities 

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Process Root 

'******************************************************************************************* 

     

    Set MfgDoc1 = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

    Set CurrentProcess = MfgDoc1.PPRDocument.Processes 

    Set ActivityRef = CurrentProcess.Item(1) 

     

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current SetUp 

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

    Set SetupList = ActivityRef.Setups 

    Dim NumberOfSetup As Integer 

    NumberOfSetup = SetupList.Count 

         

    'In case of more than one Setup 

    For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

    Set Setup(i) = SetupList.GetElement(i) 

    Next 

     

    For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

     

'*************************************************************************************** 

'*** Retrieve the material applied on the Product 

'*************************************************************************************** 

 

        Dim PartMachined As Product 

        Set PartMachined = Setup(i).Product 

     

        Dim oRootProduct As Product 

        Set oRootProduct = PartMachined 

       

        Dim oManager As MaterialManager 
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        Set oManager = oRootProduct.GetItem("CATMatManagerVBExt") 

     

        Dim oAppliedMaterial As Material 

         

        oManager.GetMaterialOnProduct oRootProduct, oAppliedMaterial 

         

        Dim MaterialName As String 

        MaterialName = oAppliedMaterial.Name 

     

'*************************************************************************************** 

'*** Retrieve current Program 

'*************************************************************************************** 

         

        Set ProgramList = Setup(i).Programs 

        Dim NumberOfProgram(5) As Integer 

        NumberOfProgram(i) = ProgramList.Count 

 

        For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        Set Program(i, j) = ProgramList.GetElement(j) 

         

'*************************************************************************************** 

'*** Retrieve current operation 

'*************************************************************************************** 

         

        Dim NumberOfProcess(5, 10) As Integer 

         

        Dim Process(5, 10, 30) As Activity 

         

        k = 1 

        Dim Process2 As Activity 

        For Each Process2 In Program(i, j).ChildrenActivities 

        If Process2.Type <> "PPInstruction" Then 

            Set Process(i, j, k) = Process2 

            k = k + 1 

        End If 

        Next 

         

        NumberOfProcess(i, j) = k - 1 

         

'*************************************************************************************** 

'*** Retrieve parameters of the operation (e.g. feeds and speeds) 

'*************************************************************************************** 

         

        For k = 1 To NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

        OperationType = Process(i, j, k).Type 

          

        If (OperationType <> "ToolChange" And OperationType <> "ToolChangeLathe") Then 

             

            'Example: Rough turning operation 

            If (OperationType = "MfgLatheLongRough") Then 

         

            Dim ProcessParameter As Parameters 

            Set ProcessParameter = Process(i, j, k).Parameters 

         

            ProcessParameter.GetItem("Automatic compute from tooling Feeds and Speeds").Value = False 

         

            Dim ApproachFeedrate As Dimension 

            Set ApproachFeedrate = ProcessParameter.GetItem("Approach feedrate") 
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            Dim RetractFeedrate As Dimension 

            Set RetractFeedrate = ProcessParameter.GetItem("Retract feedrate") 

          

            Dim PlungeFeedrate As Dimension 

            Set PlungeFeedrate = ProcessParameter.GetItem("Plunge feedrate ") 

          

            Dim AirCuttingFeedrate As Dimension 

            Set AirCuttingFeedrate = ProcessParameter.GetItem("Air cutting feedrate") 

         

      'Assign feedrate to operations 

            AssignValue MaterialName, ApproachFeedrate, RetractFeedrate, PlungeFeedrate, MachiningFeedrate, 

      FinishingFeedrate, AirCuttingFeedrate 

             

            End If 

        End If 

         

        Next k 

        Next j 

    Next 

     

    MsgBox "Feedrates have been updated" 

     

End Sub 

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Assign the feedrate and cutting speed to the operation 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Sub AssignValue(MaterialName, ApproachFeedrate, RetractFeedrate, PlungeFeedrate, MachiningFeedrate, 

FinishingFeedrate, AirCuttingFeedrate) 

 

    Select Case MaterialName 

             

            Case "SS 2172 (S355J2)" 

            ApproachFeedrate.Value = 800 

            RetractFeedrate.Value = 400 

            PlungeFeedrate.Value = 300 

            AirCuttingFeedrate.Value = 2000 

             

            Case "SS 1672 (S355J2)" 

            ApproachFeedrate.Value = 700 

            RetractFeedrate.Value = 800 

            PlungeFeedrate.Value = 400 

            AirCuttingFeedrate.Value = 2000 

             

            Case "SS 2142IM (S355J2G3IM)" 

            ApproachFeedrate.Value = 300 

            RetractFeedrate.Value = 900 

            PlungeFeedrate.Value = 200 

            AirCuttingFeedrate.Value = 600 

             

    End Select 

     

End Sub
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C.3 Open Quotation Calculator and import data 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'* 

'*    Language = "VBSCRIPT" 

'*    File name: QuotataionCalculator.catvba 

'*    Functions: Extract data from CATIA V5 machining 

'*               Open Quotation Calculator and import data 

'*    Author: CHEUNG Ching Chi 

'*    Date: 11April,2008 

'* 

'*    This CATScript assumes that the user has opened the Machining workbench 

'*    and selected the essential elements for process planning in CATIA V5. 

'* 

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

'********************************* 

'Global variables 

'********************************* 

Dim MfgDoc1 As Document 

Dim ActivityRef As ManufacturingProcess 

Dim Setup(5) As ManufacturingActivity 

Dim Program(5, 10) As ManufacturingProgram 

Dim PartMachined As Product                         ' Product including the Design Part 

Dim ToolName(50) As String 

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*              Main Entry Point 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Sub CATMain() 

  

    Dim ProgramList As MfgActivities 

    Dim SetupList As MfgActivities 

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Process Root    

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

    Set MfgDoc1 = CATIA.ActiveDocument 

    Set CurrentProcess = MfgDoc1.PPRDocument.Processes 

    Set ActivityRef = CurrentProcess.Item(1) 

    

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current SetUp    

'******************************************************************************************* 

     

        Set SetupList = ActivityRef.Setups 

        Dim NumberOfSetup As Integer 

        NumberOfSetup = SetupList.Count 

         

        'In case of more than one Setup 

        For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

        Set Setup(i) = SetupList.GetElement(i) 

        Next 
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'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve data    

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

    'In case of more than one Manufacturing Setup 

     

    For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

               

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Machine        

'******************************************************************************************* 

        Dim Machine(5) As manufacturingmachine 

        Set Machine(i) = Setup(i).Machine  

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve Design part       

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        Dim DesignGeometriesListSize As Integer 

        DesignGeometriesListSize = Setup(i).DesignGeometriesCount 

         

        If DesignGeometriesListSize > 0 Then 

            Dim ListOfDesignGeometriesProducts() As Variant 

            ReDim ListOfDesignGeometriesProducts(DesignGeometriesListSize - 1) 

            Setup(i).ListDesignGeometriesProducts (ListOfDesignGeometriesProducts) 

        End If 

         

        Dim DesignPart As Product 

        Set DesignPart = ListOfDesignGeometriesProducts(0) 

         

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve Stock part       

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        Dim StockGeometriesListSize As Long 

        StockGeometriesListSize = Setup(i).StockGeometriesCount 

        If StockGeometriesListSize > 0 Then 

            Dim ListOfStockGeometriesProducts() As Variant 

            ReDim ListOfStockGeometriesProducts(StockGeometriesListSize - 1) 

            Setup(i).ListStockGeometriesProducts (ListOfStockGeometriesProducts) 

        End If 

         

        Dim StockPart As Product 

        Set StockPart = ListOfStockGeometriesProducts(0) 

         

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve the material applied on the Product        

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        On Error Resume Next 

        erreur = Err.Number 

            

        Dim MaterialName As String 

        MaterialName = "Not chosen" 

         

        Dim PartMachined As Product 
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        Set PartMachined = Setup(i).Product 

     

        Dim oRootProduct As Product 

        Set oRootProduct = PartMachined 

       

        Dim oManager As MaterialManager 

        Set oManager = oRootProduct.GetItem("CATMatManagerVBExt") 

     

        Dim oAppliedMaterial As Material 

     

        oManager.GetMaterialOnProduct oRootProduct, oAppliedMaterial 

         

        MaterialName = oAppliedMaterial.Name 

         

        Err.Clear 

         

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve the material removal      

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

     'Requirement: Stock part and Design part should be bodies of two different parts 

   

        DesignPart.ActivateDefaultShape 

        StockPart.ActivateDefaultShape 

         

        Dim strWB As Workbench 

        Set strWB = MfgDoc1.GetWorkbench("StrWorkbench") 

         

        Dim DesignPartVolume As Double 

        DesignPartVolume = strWB.StrComputeServices.GetVolume(DesignPart) 

         

        Dim StockPartVolume As Double 

        StockPartVolume = strWB.StrComputeServices.GetVolume(StockPart) 

         

        Dim MaterialRemoval As Double 

        MaterialRemoval = StockPartVolume - DesignPartVolume 

                 

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve the mass and density of design part and stock part       

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

      'Requirement: Stock part and Design part should be bodies of two different parts 

   

        Dim StockInertia As AnyObject 

        Set StockInertia = StockPart.GetTechnologicalObject("Inertia") 

         

        Dim StockMass, StockDensity As Double 

        StockMass = StockInertia.Mass 

        StockDensity = StockInertia.Density 

         

        Dim DesignInertia As AnyObject 

        Set DesignInertia = DesignPart.GetTechnologicalObject("Inertia") 

         

        Dim DesignMass, DesignDensity As Double 

        DesignMass = DesignInertia.Mass 

        DesignDensity = DesignInertia.Density 
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'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve the radius and length of the stock part   

'******************************************************************************************* 

 

      'Requirement: Stock part is created by pad 

 

        Dim StockPart1 As Part 

        Set StockPart1 = StockBody.Parent 

         

        Dim StockRadius As Double 

         

        For Each StockGeometry In StockPart1.GeometricElements 

        If StockGeometry.GeometricType = catGeoTypeCircle2D Then 

        StockRadius = StockGeometry.Radius 

        End If 

        Next 

                

        Dim Pad1 As Pad 

        Set Pad1 = StockBody.Shapes.Item(1) 

 

        Dim limit1 As Limit 

        Set limit1 = Pad1.FirstLimit 

 

        Dim Stocklength As Length 

        Set Stocklength1 = limit1.Dimension 

 

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve current Program      

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        Set ProgramList = Setup(i).Programs 

        Dim NumberOfProgram(5) As Integer 

        NumberOfProgram(i) = ProgramList.Count 

                

        'In case of more than one Manufacturing Program 

        For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        Set Program(i, j) = ProgramList.GetElement(j) 

                

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve Calculated Cycle Time of the operations       

'******************************************************************************************* 

         

        Dim CycleTime As Integer 

        Dim TotalCalculatedCycleTime(5, 10) As Integer 

        Dim NumberOfProcess(5, 10) As Integer 

        'NumberOfProcess(i, j) = Program(i, j).ChildrenActivities.Count - 2 

        

         

        Dim Process(5, 10, 30) As Activity 

        Dim CCT(5, 10, 30) As Integer 

 

        k = 1 

        Dim Process2 As Activity 

        For Each Process2 In Program(i, j).ChildrenActivities 

        If Process2.Type <> "PPInstruction" Then 
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            Set Process(i, j, k) = Process2 

            CCT(i, j, k) = round(Process2.CalculatedCycleTime) 

            'MsgBox "Process: " & Process(i, j, k).Name & Chr(10) & "Calculated Cycle time: " & CCT(i, j, k) 

            TotalCalculatedCycleTime(i, j) = TotalCalculatedCycleTime(i, j) + CCT(i, j, k) 

            k = k + 1 

        End If 

        Next 

         

        NumberOfProcess(i, j) = k - 1 

         

        

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Retrieve Assembly, Tool and Insert        

'******************************************************************************************* 

        

        Dim CurrentAssembly(5, 10, 30) As ManufacturingToolAssembly 

        Dim AssemblyNumber(5, 10, 30), ToolNumber As Long 

        Dim AssemblyName(5, 10, 30), AssemblyType(5, 10, 30) As String 

        Dim CurrentTool(5, 10, 30) As ManufacturingTool 

        Dim OperationType As String 

         

        For k = 1 To NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

         

        OperationType = Process(i, j, k).Type 

         

        'Retrieve assembly from operations 

 

        If (OperationType <> "ToolChange" And OperationType <> "ToolChangeLathe") Then 

         

        On Error Resume Next 

         

         

            Set CurrentAssembly(i, j, k) = Process(i, j, k).ToolAssembly 

            AssemblyNumber(i, j, k) = CurrentAssembly(i, j, k).ToolNumber 

            AssemblyType(i, j, k) = CurrentAssembly(i, j, k).AssemblyType 

            erreur = Err.Number 

            Err.Clear 

             

            Set CurrentTool(i, j, k) = Process(i, j, k).tool 

             

            If (erreur = 0) Then 

                AssemblyType(i, j, k) = CurrentAssembly(i, j, k).AssemblyType 

                Set Attribut = CurrentAssembly(i, j, k).getAttribute("MFG_NAME") 

                erreur = Err.Number 

                 

                If (erreur = 0) Then 

                    AssemblyName(i, j, k) = Attribut.Value 

                    Err.Clear 

                 End If 

                 

                'Retrieve insert 

                 

                If (AssemblyType(i, j, k) = "MfgLatheToolAssembly") Then 

                    Dim anInsert(5, 10, 30) As ManufacturingInsert 

                    Dim InsertName(5, 10, 30), InsertType(5, 10, 30) As String 

                    Err.Clear 

                    Set anInsert(i, j, k) = CurrentAssembly(i, j, k).Insert 
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                    If (erreur = 0) Then 

                        Set Attribut = anInsert(i, j, k).getAttribute("MFG_NAME") 

                        erreur = Err.Number 

                             

                            If (erreur = 0) Then 

                                InsertName(i, j, k) = Attribut.Value 

                                     

                                    If (InsertName(i, j, k) <> "") Then 

                                        InsertType(i, j, k) = anInsert(i, j, k).InsertType 

                                    End If 

                            End If 

                    End If 

                End If 

            End If 

        End If 

         

        Next k 

       Next j 

    Next 

         

'Open Quotation Calculator 

ExtractDataToQC Setup, NumberOfSetup, Program, NumberOfProgram, Machine, MaterialName, Process, 

NumberOfProcess, CCT, TotalCalculatedCycleTime, AssemblyName, AssemblyType, CurrentTool, InsertName, 

InsertType, PartMachined, StockPart, DesignPart, StockPartVolume, DesignPartVolume, MaterialRemoval, 

StockMass, StockDensity, DesignMass, DesignDensity 

        

End Sub 

 

'******************************************************************************************* 

'*** Open Quotation Calculator and import data to it 

'******************************************************************************************* 

Sub ExtractDataToQC (Setup, NumberOfSetup, Program, NumberOfProgram, Machine, MaterialName, Process, 

NumberOfProcess, CCT, TotalCalculatedCycleTime, AssemblyName, AssemblyType, CurrentTool, InsertName, 

InsertType, PartMachined, StockPart, DesignPart, StockPartVolume, DesignPartVolume, MaterialRemoval, 

StockMass, StockDensity, DesignMass, DesignDensity) 

 

Set OpenExcel = CreateObject("Excel.Application") 

OpenExcel.Workbooks.Open "G:\QuotationCalculator.xls" 

 

Sheets("Catia_Data").Select 

 

'Material 

Cells(11, 1) = MaterialName 

 

'Machine 

p = 11 

For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

    On Error Resume Next 

    Cells(p, 2) = Machine(i).Name 

    For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

    Next j 

    p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) + 2 

Next 

 

'Set up 

p = 11 

For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 
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    Cells(p, 4) = Setup(i).Name 

    For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

         p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

    Next j 

    p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) + 2 

Next 

 

'Manufacturing Program 

p = 11 

For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

    For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        Cells(p, 5) = Program(i, j).Name 

        p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

    Next j 

    p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) + 2 

Next 

 

'Process and Cycle Time 

p = 10 

For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

    For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        For k = 1 To NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

        On Error Resume Next 

        Cells(p + k, 6) = Process(i, j, k).Name 

        Cells(p + k, 8) = CCT(i, j, k) 

        Next k 

        p = p + k - 1 

    Next j 

    p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) + 2 

Next 

 

'Tool List 

p = 10 

For i = 1 To NumberOfSetup 

    For j = 1 To NumberOfProgram(i) 

        For k = 1 To NumberOfProcess(i, j) 

        On Error Resume Next 

        Cells(p + k, 3) = "MP" & j 

        Cells(p + k, 10) = AssemblyName(i, j, k) 

        Cells(p + k, 11) = AssemblyType(i, j, k) 

        Cells(p + k, 12) = CurrentTool(i, j, k).Name 

        Cells(p + k, 7) = CurrentTool(i, j, k).Name 

        Cells(p + k, 13) = InsertName(i, j, k) 

        Cells(p + k, 14) = InsertType(i, j, k) 

        Next k 

        p = p + k - 1 

    Next j 

    p = p + NumberOfProcess(i, j) + 2 

Next 

 

Sheets("Catia_Data").Close 

 

Sheets("Catia_Data2").Select 

 

'Machined Product Geometry 

Cells(9, 11) = PartMachined.Name 

Cells(11, 11) = StockPart.PartNumber 

Cells(12, 11) = StockPartVolume 
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Cells(13, 11) = StockMass 

Cells(14, 11) = StockDensity 

Cells(18, 11) = DesignPart.PartNumber 

Cells(19, 11) = DesignPartVolume 

Cells(20, 11) = DesignMass 

Cells(21, 11) = DesignDensity 

Cells(23, 11) = MaterialRemoval 

 

Sheets("Catia_Data2").Close 

 

OpenExcel.Worksheets("First_page").Select 

OpenExcel.Visible = True 

 

End Sub 

 


